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Va. goyern.o r
to address
convocation
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A GLANCE AT THIS WEEK'S HILLTOP

ALCOHOL-LESS:

Few Howard
students refer non-alcoholic beers to traditional
brands. Bl

•

Democratic P!esidential hopeful L.
Douglas Wilder will deliver the keynote
address for the University's opening
convocation today at 11 a.m . officially

"A BRIGHT FACE:

marking the beginning of Howard's !24th

The . pleasant disposition of
Lavern Freeman has brightened
the Office of Student Activities
for more than 10 years. B5

year of service.
Classes in the University's 17 schools
and colleges are suspended between 10
a.m. and 1 P•f1\1· today to allow students an
opportunity to attend the event which will
take place in Cramton Auditorium.
Wilder is in his second year as governor .
of Virginia. In 1989, he became the first
black elected to the position since
Reconstruction. He served as li~utenant
governor from 1985-89 after serving in the
Virginia State Senate for 16 years.
A 1959 graduate of the Howard '
University School of Law, Wilder earned
his bachelor of science degree in chemistry
from Virginia Union University in 1951
and served in the Army in Korea where he
was awarded the Bronze Star for heroism
in ground combat.
The opening convocation is open to the
public and will be broadcast live on

Freeman

DON'T BE FOOLED:

scoop
Jackson warns blacks not to forget that racism is
still alive and well. A5

STRIKE 2: For the second year in a row,
the Bowling Bison are facing oudget cuts. B6

ENROLLMENT DRORS:

A 30

percent surcharge on international student
tuition has had a sign_ifican t im,pact on
international enrollment. A2
BAD REACTION: 'snme student
leaders are reacting negatively to the proposed
HUSA Constitution. A2

BULLDOG BUST:

The Bison are
going to Temple this weekend, 2-1, after losing
to South Carolina State last Saturday. B6

NO WAY:

Howard men and women vote
thumbs-down on interracial relationships. B1

'

'

'

'
~ part ol the Annual Opening Convocation, member1 ol the Howard Board ol Truateea don their blue

Howard University Radio,' WHUR (96.3
FM) and Howard University T~t~vLsioo,
WHMM (Channel 32).

'

and white robes and process Into the Cramton Auditorium from the Fina Arts building. (Sn otory ot rlghQ

Doubt surrounds Wilder's presidential hopes
By Tamar• Holme•

Virginia ' s U . Gov., which gave him the

Hilltop Staff Wnter
When Va . Gov. L. Douglas Wilder
announced his intention to seek the
democratic nomination for the presidency,
it came as little surprise to most political

distinction of being the first b1ack to win a
statewide executive office in the south
si nce the Reoonstruction.
'
In 1989, Wi1der 's name came to
the
forefront of American politics when he
was elected governor of Virginia.
It is unusual for a governor of only two
years to run for president, but, according to
Dr. Ronald Walters, who is chairman of
the political science -department at Howard
University and. a political analyst,
Virginia 's policy of allowing governors to
serve only one term in offic.e could have
affected Wilder 's decision to seek ·the
presidency.
''If he had another term, I don't .think he
would be running for president at this
time,'' Walters said.

followers.
Despite Wilder's anticipated candidacy,
the overwhelming sentiment at Howard
and in the surrounding community is that,

though Wilder as a democratic candidate
is worthy of support, he doesn't stand a

chance of becoming the nation's first black

president.
.,
Wilder, who is an alumnus of Howard
School of Law , started his political career
in 1969 when he was elected to the
Virginia State Senate, where he served for
16 years .

Howard students shares their views on
Interracial couple•. Sae story page 81.

,.

•

In 1985, he was elected

''He ' IJ be vulnerable because he's only
served as governor for two years, in which
time he co uldn ' t have done so much.
People will judge and criticize him for
that."
Walters also said that much of Wilder's
success will depend on whether Jesse
Jackson decides to run. If Jackson also
·seeks the democratic nomination, Walters
predicts that the twO would be detriments

to each other.
''If both of them run, there would be a
significant split in Jackson's oonstituency.
Se·veral big-named party people would
leave Jackson's constituency and go with
Wilder. Also, if both of them run, Wilder
would have a hard time getting a black
base of support,'' Walters said.
However, if Jackson does not run,

Walters said that blacks would be faced
with what he called ''the Oarcncc Thomas
Syndrome."
t
''Blacks would face the same debate as
they're facing with Clarence Thomas.
Should we vote for him (Wilder) because
he's black or because he's right?" Walters
said.
Walters conceded that though Wilder
probably will not win the democratic
nomination, he has a good chance to make
the vice-presidential spot on th~
, democratic ticket. For a ,!'lack candidate to
make it that far, according to Walters, he
would have to have the support of the
white middle-class support that Wilder
already has.
--------------pleaseseeWllder,pageA3
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Results of early-out plan noticed
Administrators adjust to smaller faculty

•

•

Campus
Tempo
Books
Comics
•'
Commentary
Editorial
•
Sports
On the Air
People
' Hilltopics

•
•

A2
Bl
B2
Bll
A5

A4
B6
B9
BS

B12

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"If you compare yourself with "others; you
may become vain and bitter; for always
there ·will be' greater. and lesser persons
than yourself."
DESIDERATA

Author Unknown

•

Jenifer has had to look internally for ways
to save money. He has begun; by
Howard students returned to campus eliminating marginal programs,"· so he can •
last month to find that mariy of the- shift resources to maintain and buiid the
University 's deans, department chairmen stronger ones," be added.
One way-Plesident Jenifer auemp to
and profe~sors were gone. The question on
most students' minds is why. The bottom~ generate revenue to accomplish this oal
was through offering early retirement and
line answer is money.
This is the first semester where the separation plans this year. During tbC •
effects of an early-out plan for University summer of 1991 all professors {and
faculty are being felt. Several U~versity administrators with tenure could opt to take
1
administrators; professors and Student an early retirement plan. Senior staff ·
' 1n
. any
leaders are now reflecting on what the members received a simhlr' oft.er
cutbacks brought about by the early out early separation plan.
The office of the Vice 1President for
plan have meant for the University now
Business and Fiscal Affairs would .not
and in the future.
Dr. Ronald Walters, faculty member of provide the actual number of faculty
the Board of Trustees, cited several members who toot ldvlDllp of the plans
reasons for the University's financial after over ten attempt& were m* by 1HE
setbacks. Among them, he said, is the HillTOP to'obtaln ouch Information.
According to the Deon of the School of
poor administration in the past.
''As a University, we're still suffering Communications, Ortendo Taylor, the eorly
· from the [former Howard1President] ~eek retirement plans were very attractive for
legacy. During Cheek's administration. the facully and the University. They
Congress became concerned with offered faculty members better benefill lo
Howard's top heavy administration and retire eorly than if they waited to retire with
began to look closely at our budget," their traditional retirement piano.
"Howord isn't unique In offerina these
Walters said.
"Because of its past conocms, Congress plans, many instltutlona ue doina
By Kimberly Miiiin
Hilltop Staff Wr"ar

I

has not given Preside~t Jenifer. any
appropriated increases.- So, Pre11dent

ple1oe,.. r-117, P"F A3
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International Student Enrollment

International Student Enrollmen\

1989-90

1990-91
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S11rcharge decreases international enrollment
By Regina M. Macll
Hilltop Staff Writer
One of the most unique experiences
a student receives at Howard is the
diversity international students bring
to campus life . However, recent
tuition increases for international
'
students have caused a decline in
international enrollment .
Since August 1990, international ·
students attending Howard have paid
a 10 percent surcharge on the regular
student tuition . Last month the
surcharge increased ~y 30 percent and
is ex,J>.ected to rise 50 percent by
Augµst 1992. This final increase
would bring tuition to $4368.75 per
semester.
The University imposed a
surcharge when a congressional
subcommittee decided that Howard's
large appropriation funds should ?ot

subsidizC international students, since
the fund s co me fr om American
taxpayers.
According to the registrar ' s annual
report on enrollment for the academic
year 1990-1991 . 1.770 international
students were enrolled . Out of the
105 countries
represented by
international students • there were 693
from 'the Caribbean, 612 from Africa,
163 from North, Central and South
America, 130 from the fat. Ea.St and
.
Pacific, 100 from the Near and Middle
East and 72 from Europe.
By compari son , in 1989-1990,
1,892 international students attended
Howard. Geographically all of the
regions showed a decline fror;n 198990.
''If this tren d co n1inue s, prov ided
the surcha'rge is not rescinded, the Joss
of international stude nts can stifle the

cultural diversity students are
acquainted with," University Registrar
Cecil Franklin said.
''I had to present a basic letter
stating my t chool expenses to the
Central Bank, of Trinidad to
. obtain
U.S. currency. It usually takes 2 or 3
days to get approval for a bank draft.
Although Howard did not charge a fee
to process the bank draft, I had trouble
with international wiring services at
Sovran bank,'' Brendan Redman
said, a sophomore economics major.
''International students have to be
processed through their country's
Exchange Control Regulation
department. Their country's bank will
charge a commission to transfer their
country ' s currency to U.S. dollars,"
said Isaac Pesseh , a University
cashier.
In the August 1991 edition of the

International Student Newsletter,
President Franklyn Jenifer said he is
working to have the surcharge
removed. Jenifer spoke at the
budgetary hearings before Congress
and asked to have the surcharge
removed by January 1991. Yet, at the ;
opening of this ac.a demic year the
second increaselof 30 percen.t was
paid by all entering and returning
international students.
V~larie Brown, president •of the
Caribbean Student Association , said
that tuition increases will cause
organizations like hers to suffer
''natural deaths.''
''Students are feeling squeezed .
Instead of going home for the summer
they work to make ends meet,
especially for those who have the
intention of going to graduat~ school,"
Brown said.

S udent leaders
react to changes
Revised HUSA constitut~on sparks concern
By Erika Gravett •nd
Regino Mick
Hiiitop Staff Writers
Members of the Howard University
Student Association (HUSA) policy
board decided to conduct open forums
within their respective schools on the
constitution revisions after a meeting
on Sept. 16.
While the board awaits feedback
from the students, opposition to the
broposed reallocations of student
government programming funds
builds.
Tracy L. Mcferrin, Undergraduate
Student
Assembly
(UGSA)
coordinator, and Dennis Anyamele,
Graduate Student Assembly (GSA)
coordinator argue that the proposed
consolidation of funds under a HUSAopera ted programming board
contradicts the functions of their
, organizations as stated in the~
constitution.
''There is some ambiguity, and it
needs to be cleared up," Mcferrin
said. Mcferrin is referring ~o Article
1, Section 3, Clause A which states,
''The collective union of student
government structures shall c.onstitute
the Howard Universi-ty Student
Associatiori,' and not one body or
organization within that Association.''
Julius Bailey, president of the
College of Arts and Sciences believes
that UGSA's and GSA's major
argument against the proposed
changes is that it ''takes away from the
autonomy of their organizations.''
''there is a lack of underst~nding of
what the role HUSA, UGSA, and

GSA plays in carrying out the duties
specified in the constitution,"
Anyamele said.
Article IV and V, Section t, Clause
B of the HUSA constitution supports
Anyamele's argument. "The UGSA
shall have the responsibility for
Undergraduate
student
self·
government and will act as an
advisory board to supervise,
coordinate, and implement programs
and affairs which utilize the combined
skills of students of the member
schools."
''We can do one of two things: raise
the student activity fee or consolidate
our
funds .
Past
HUSA
administrations have had huge
deficits . Change is inevitable if we
are to survive,'' said HUSA president
Ivan Bates.
In a memorandum from Mcferrin
to policy &oard meinbers dated Sept.
6, she stated, "From year to year I
have witnessed the false perception
that students have regardin& the
distinct roles of UGSA, GSA and
HUSA executive branches and how
leaders in both HUSA and UGSA
have only perpetuated this
misunderstanding.''
lt was the hope of the policy board
to vote on whether to amend the
constitution, but the board was short
of a quorum.
Not in attendance was the School
of Law, College of Nursing', the
College of Allied Health Sciences, the
School of Divinity and the College of
Medicine.
•

•

•

Cafeteria places monitors
at exits to preveht food theft
By Kathy S.kor
Hilltop Staff Writer
To cut down on food theft, the
University Cafeteria will start
checking students' bags as they leave
the cafeteria.
'
Security monitors will be plac.ed at
the exit door to check the bag of any
student suspicious of stealing food
items.
Unle ss food thefts stop, DAKA
Food Service, the company which
operates the cafeteria, said that meal
prices will go up.
''Food service cost depends on the
honesty and respectfulness of the

students, " Roberta Mc Cloud, the
director of the Armour J. Blackburn
University Center, said. r
Earlier thi s mont h, DAKA
instituted a poli cy that prohibited
students to bri ng 1heir bags in the
cafeteria. Howe ver. students were
opposed to leaving their bags because
no one was supervising the bags.
''The food thefts could have been
handled better by tightening up
security in the cafeteria instead of
forcing students to leave their bags
unsupervised while eating, '' senior
Kimberly Dickerson said.
''Sometimes I want 10 study while I
eat, but I can ' t if my books are

outside. I also hated throwing my
books on the flo or because the
cubicles are always full ,'' freshman
ThaLonde Williams said.
·
Jean Vines. food service director,
apologized for causing the
students' inconvenience with the new
policy that was in effect the beginning
of the semester.
Vines is making plans to build a
securityi>ooth .outside the cafeteria for
book bags.
At the security booth, students will
be given tickets to be used to recjaim
their bags after eating.
McCloud added that additional
lockers are being considered.
,

News.n ack
vendor
By Roger Evan•
Hilltop Staff Writer
•
Hungry students looking for a
snack between classes the past few
weeks only found empty vending
machines around the University.
A University vending Committee
recently awarded a three-year contract
to ARA services. ARA replaces
Service America, the company which
has supplied the University with
vending machines since 1982.
At the expiration date of the
Ser.vice Amerjca contract, the
University vending committee
solii:ited bids from other vending
machine c.ompanics.
Five bids were submitted from
various companies including Service
America, but1ARA was chosen by the
committee. ·
"ARA Services is a national
company with substantial experience
in the college industry and a strong
presence in the Washington, D.C.
area,'' said Margo Vickers, vending
committee chairperson and executive
assistant to the vice presidCnt for
fiscal affairs.
During the transition from Service
America 'to ARA Services many
buildings around campus were
equipped with empty machines.
"A few of my classes are in the

,

·•

r

•

Under the old caferterla policy, patrons had to pack It up before they could pack It In.

,

Art~ and Sciences student council
asks for uniform course retake

By Nikki Palmer
Hilltop Staff Writer
The College of Arts and Sciences
Student Council is circulating a
petition to change the course retake
policy that has been in existence
since 1977. According to the Howard
University Student Reference and
Directory -section on the College of
Arts and Sciences, if a student repeats
8 course ''each grade shaJI be
computed in the student's grade
,
point
average. "
,
If a s!udent repeats a course to get a
higher grade, both grades are
averaged together. However, in other
schools and colleges the highest
grade prevails.
''This policy is holding us back
After being empty for over two weeks, the University vending from having better GPA's to be
presented to companies, law schools
machines are filled by new vendors
•
and grad·uate schools,''
said
said.
C.B. Powell building, and all of the
Retail prices will not go down Christopher Coleman, chairman of
. vending machines arc empty, so I
the Course Retake
Policy
can't grab anything quick before because wholesale prices on the
vended items have not decreased, Committee.
classcS\'' ireshman Genea Luck said.
The College of Arts and Sciences is
According to Vickers, installatiori Vickers said.
ARA Services contract is for three the only school with this policy, and
of new machines should be complete
years with an option to renew for an many students feel that it is unfair.
in all locations by today.
Students said since they pay the
Students expressed hope that with a additional three years.
''It is a mutual agreement between same tuition, there should be one set
new vender would come cheaper retail
,
the University and the company. If grading policy for all students',
prices.
''We all go Jo the same University
''When I get hungry between we afe satisfied with them and
and it doesn't make any sense. If
classes I don't want to spend a lot. for _they're satisfied with us, then we'll
there is a student in the School of
a snack," senio r Valencia Thomas renew the contract," Vickers said ..

Business and a student in the College
of Arts and Sciences who is taking
an elective and fails,- why is it that
the student in the School of Business
would be able to retake his class and
get the better grade,'' Junior Khadijah
Coffie said.
Another area of concern among the
students in the College of Arts and
Sciences is computation of GPA 's.
GPA's are a big concern when it

''The College of Arts
and Science
hindering
their
students from having
competitive GPA
not only on campus,
but nationally''

a

comes to coqipeting with other
students. Students worry that their
GPA's will be lower when compared
tb other students. ''The College of
Arts and Sciences is hinderin& their
~tudents from having a competitive
GPA nol only on campus, but
nationally," Coleman said.
Mike Wozniak, a junior majorin&
in political science, believes the
policy should be similar ta· the one for
the SAT. "You take the SAT once

'

and you get 800 on the verbal and
math combined. You t•ke it aaain
and get a 1300. They are not going to
average it in and give you a 1000.
They are going to give you the 1300,"
Wozniak said.
The College of Arts and Sciences
Student Council hopes to have at least
75 percent of the student .b ody
support. While ·this policy Ms been
challenged before, the petition is a
way of trying to show student
support. The dean of the colleae;
Clarence Lee, could not be reached
for comment.
''Changes need to occur to allow the
University to become more appealina,
so that when it comes to puttin&
Howard University on the m•p and
back into the world as it is mppa1ed
to be, this policy is one that will Jeod
itself to that goal," president of the
College of Arts and Sciences Student
Council, Julius Bailey, said.
The petition will be &iven to the
vice president for academic affairs,
Joyce Ladner, t'o be presented in a
mcetin& of the deans. This caanot
not be done without the neceuary
sianaturcs. ''The round fiaure of
enrollment in the Collep al Arll ...i ·•.
Sciences is 2,900 ud we want 75
percent, which fiaurea into 2, 100
sludents,n Coleman aid,
'
'

•

•
•
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Wilder
efforts
viewed as
longshot

•

'

'

'

Wilder from pg. A1

For young blacks and college
• students, Walters sees ~ilder as a
role model. His candidacy, according
to Walters, will provide a means for
young blacks to participate in the
political process.
Many blacks question if Wilder is
qualified to be president. Howard
student Khari K. Wyatt, a sophomore
in the school of Co mmunications,
said, ''I support Wilder and I' m glad
he's running, but I don't think he bas
a chance because he doesn't have
enough foreign policy experience and
we need that."
.
Lawrence Cooper, owner of T.L.C.
Discount Store on Georgia Ave.,
believes that '' Wilder is better
qua.lifted than Jackson, but he' still a

1000 to one longsbot because the U.S.
is still not ready for a black
'
president.''
Many people are unsure
about Wilder's ability to defeat
President George Bush, whose
popularity soared after the Persian
Gulf War. Rena Stevens, a math
major at Howard, who is from Va.,
said, '' I think Wilder bas done an
excellent job as governor and I
support him . However, I don't think
he has a chance because George Bush
has become so popular over the past
year."
Despite the doubtful opinions
about the outcome of Wilder's
campaign, his support from the black
community is stron.g. As Walters
explains in his book, Black
Presidential Politics in America: A
Strategic Approach, every time a
, black candidate runs for office, it
makes it easier for the next person to

run.
''Any black who tries to do
something positive, I will support,''
Shante Harri·soii, a 29·year-old
computer consultant, said. ''Although
George Bush is clearly going to be
reelected, blacks need to1show support
of each other because Wilder can
always gain strength and come back
in 1996," Harrison said.

THE. HILLTOP
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Journalism was hardest' hit, losing

Administrators
get used to
'

·smaller faculty
Faculty from pg. Al

it,"Taylor said. The early out and
separations plans give the University
an opportunity to rebuild. They can
get new people who cost the
University less in tenns of salary and
benefits.''
While in theory Walters agrees that
this is the case, in practice, however,
he disagrees.
•
•
''Sure these plans are d.esigned to
save the University money in the long
run, but in immediate terms they have
created a cash flow problem. The
president had no way of predicting
that so many faculty members would
elect to take advantage of the plans,"
Walters said.
In the School of Communications ,
more than 10 percent of its professors
elected to leave the University, onethird of them are leaving on early
retirement . The DeNlrtment of

three professors. However, Taylor
remains optimistic that he will be able
to replace most of the faculty that the
School of Communications lost.
''We've hired temporaries to fill the
positions until we can conduct a
national search to find replacements,''
' said.
.
Taylor
·
•: 1 admit that 1 it will be a
challenge, since our salaries are not
competitive. But, it isn't impossible.
We do have certain perks to offer, like
being in' the nation 's capital,'' he
added.
According to the University Senate
Chairman Taft Broome, rebuilding the
University's faculty will be more
difficult
than
administrators
anticipate.
''Many of the school's best
professors are leaving because other
schools are very aggressive in their
recruiting. The early out plan gives
them the opportunity to go where the
salaries and benefits are better. They
will definitely be hard to replace, ''
Broom said.
In the University's secqnd largest
school, the School of Business, the
losses this year were minimal,
according to Dean Lawrence Johnson.
Within the school only five faculty
members left , two of them are on

early retirement.
"We aren't losing our good faculty
members because we ·enjoy it here at
Howard,'' Johnson said. "I don't fish,
and I don't want to go anywhere else,
so that plan has nothing to offer me."
In the College of Arts of Sciences,
faculty members arc equally
optimistic.
''As a University we 're 'in a period
of transition, that will hopefully make
the University stronger," said Dr.
Clarence Lee, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
"Through this plan , we ' re
tightening our belts. We may lose
five professors, but we may only riced
to hire two replacements . In this
manner, we can re·generate money
from the salaries that we don't have to
pay,'' he added.
Although the school lost 15
professors, including chairmen and
outstanding professors, no classes
were left uncovered, according to Lee.
According to Ivan Bates, Howard
University Student Association
(HUSA) presideni, although students
realize that quality isn't always
quantity, students arc concerned that
such losses will compromise their
education.
''While some students arc relatively
unaffected by the decrease in staff and

are still reoeiving a quality educaaion,
others arc suffering," Bates said.

.'

Philosophy professor Jay Lampert
also recognizes this problem.
"Since there are fewer full-time
p,r ofessors on faculty, in terms of advising students, it's definitely more '
difficult,'' Lampert-said.
Taylor terr.!!§ this period one of ·
reflection.
''We 're undergoing a lot of internal
analysis and development. We realiu
as a University that we cannot be
great in everything, so as we move
closer to the plans laid out for Howard
2000, we will attempt to align our ,
resources with our needs," Taylor
s~id.

•'

Walters asserts that this is 'a time
for the faculty and University to
reposition themselves.
'' Everything now depends on the
new administration, which includes
not only the president, but his Cabinet,
the Board of Trustees, faculty and
student' leadership as well," Walter
said.
Administrators encourage students
to be patient and help th.em to
prcserv'e what the University has.
!''Howard has been fat, but now the
pre~ident has put Us on a much needed
dief. He isn't starving us, but we are
losing the excess weight," Taylor said.
1

' Allied Health
Professionals
&: Administrators

•

• great pay and benefits
• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental
care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
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Find out how to qualify as an Air
Force professional . Cal l
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HOWARD HUGHES MEDICAL INSTITUTE

PREDOCI'ORAL FELLOWSHIPS IN
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
1992 COMPETITION
Fellowsl1ips are for ft1ll-1i111e stttcly I0\\·:1rd tilt' Ph D. l 1r Sc_·. D.
c_legree in cell biology ;1r1cl rcgt1l;1 tiu11. ~~ n t't i c·s. ir~1r11111~ol_c1gy.
r1eurclSC.:it'nc.:e, or stn1c_·t11r;1l llic1l(1g}'. ;t.S \\'L·ll <I S l11c1.~t:1t1.'i t1 l·~.
epidemiology. or n1athe111atit·;1l l1 ici l ug~·.
'

' FEllOWSHIP TERMS
• $11 ,700 ;1nn11:1l COSl-{Jf• l'hree·year initi;t\ ;1\v;1rc_l.'i ,

with two-year exten.'iion
pos.'iihle
• $14,()(X) annl1:1I stipend.
effective jltne 1992

ed11c.:;1ti<Jn ;1llo\\•;1n•t•

•

i~
EUGIBIUfY

• Lt's..'i 1!1;1n one year of pos1- • If an r.l.l)./Pl1.D. Sllldt'nl:
llacl·alal1rc<1te grJdl1ate s1uJy Not in a flincled progran1
in l1icllogy:
•
• N(l ·,-itize11sl1i1) reqt1ire111i.:11ts:
College seniors;
U.S. citize11s tl'Y Ystt1cly
Firs! ye:1r grJJuate s1ude11ts:
:1\)ro<1d;
M.S., 0 .0 ., 0 .0 .S., o .v.r.1 ..
Otliers 11111s1 s1udy i11 1l1e
.~tu d ents or profession:1ls
U11ited St :1tt:.~
'
'1

SCHEDULE

• Application deadline:
November 8, I991
•Awards announced:
Early April 1992

• Fe\lo\\'Sliips stan:
June I992-Ja11u:1ry 1993

FOR PROGRAM ANNOUNCEMENTS, EUGIBllJ'IY
GUIDEUNES, AND APPLICATIONS

Hughes Predoctoral Fellowships
National Research Council Fellowship Office
2101 Constitution Avenue
'
Washington,
DC 20418
Telephone (202)334· 2872
'

.

The Howard Hu~ Medical lnsi:itute welcomes applic:.ltions from all <!l•~lifietl
caoclidaces and encourages women and membeis of minOrity groups to appl)·.
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HU & Affirmative Action
With the ·growing controversy surrounding
the basis for affirmative action - whether it be
granted on the basis of need or on the basis of
race it is becoming clear that Ho.ward
University will have a great role to play in
the near future. Howard must become the
institution that will educate and equip blacks
with the necessary skills to compete without
government aid an~ affirmative action
programs.
A charge brought against affirmative action
programs is that talerted and capable
minorities are the prim.ary beneficiaries of
affirmative action programs. Is it fair that
someone graduating from lfoward with
competitive credentials is admitted into a
competitive graduate school liased on
affirmative action, while someone else who is
truly disadva ntaged is not given that
opportunity? Affirmative Action programs
make the mistake of indiscriminately linking
disadvantaged and minority, which ·may not
always be the case. Time and time again
'students from Howard go on to summer
programs where they interact with all kinds
of students from other institutions and they
do just as " ' ell if not better that those
studen ts. Cle arly, there is a marked
difference between being disadvantaged and
being a minority.
In such an environment, Howard
University ought to emerge as the natural
leader in producing leaders. Part of our
mission ought to be to take students who may

-

•

I

best benefit from and contribute to a
university atmosphere and equip them to
compete without the safety net of affirmative
action. This would allow truly disadvantaged
people, no matter what race, to· benefit from
the opportunities that affirmative action
programs provide.
Affirmative Action progran1s have helped
us to our feet, now we need to be able to
stand on our own while others are helped up
also. How long can we expect government
aid programs to ensure our well-being before
~--- /
:% ~FFl~TIV£
we begin to ensure our own well-being?
ACTION
Howard must not be afraid to take and
shape young black leaders who can compete
with members of any institution anywhere in
the world. With the new sentiments
emerging about government aid program,
someone must seize the initiative and prepare
the nation's black leaders of to1norrow. Why
'
not Howard University?
With our resources, financial as well as
•
human, why shouldn't we take up the
gauntlet and place ourselves on the cutting
edge of education, research and ideas? Why Dear Editor,
which provided an original sowce of views because he supports taking
shouldn' t we instill in our students the ability
away the training wheels of
his views.
First, the fact that he choose to affirmative action which bold us
I would like to respond to the
and drive to lead our communities out of the
give the Commencement Address at a uprisht in the faoe of bmb ralitiea of
morass in which they find themselves and editorial "Verdict on Thomas" in the small black college suggests to me racism. By telli113 us to remove this
Sept. 6, 1991 issue of TIIE IDLLTOP
1
which will only worsen with time? Why . I support the nomination of that he bas not forgotten bis ~ and source of support, Judge 1bomu is
shouldn 't we r"ecruit only the best and most Clarence Thomas to the Supreme is interested in offering direction to trying to build our confidence in our
Court. I think it is unrealistic for us to thooe who follow in bis wake. Jn bis ability to stand on our own u an
capable minds to become a part of this expect
President Bush to nominate a speech, Thomas readily agrees that independent people in the bopea that a
institution that will educate to liberate? Why liberal to that position. The most we the road to success is indeed rough stronger more progreuive n•tion will
shouldn 't we? There is not one r eason why as blacks in America can expect is a terrain. But, I do not believe that he emerge. As we approach the 21st ·
nominee who understands, from wishes ·to throw even more stumbling century, we should not neect1~al
we shouldn't.
legislation to get what everybody else

'J

Letters to the Editor.

Convocation invitation

H_oward University is honored to have
Virginia Governor L. Douglas Wilder speak
at Opening Convocation today. Governor
Wilder announced his candidacy for the
democratic presidential nomination. As the
first black governor in the Union and a
Howard alumnus, we are proud to have ·one
of our own address us on the formal opening
of the University 's academic year.
Opening Convocation is a ceremony that
marks the beginning of the year for the
Howard University community. It is like a
welcome dinner where students,
administrators, faculty and staff gather to
open the new year. The faculty and
admi nistrators don fu ll academic garb and
formally process into Cramton Auditorium,
very much akin to a religious procession.
But, Convocation is indeed a celebration full
of spirit and song where the University

0

experience, the plight of blacks in
America and has the impe,lus to
change it. Growing up in the
segregated South has undoubtedly
given Judge Thomas the experience
and things will definitely change if he
is appointed. I believe we are about
due for a change.
Many who oppose him question the

blocks in the path of others who try to
walk it. Instead, .I think be wants to
reach back and pull us along. But, we
cannot hang back.- We must meet him
halfway.
Judge Thomas encouraged the
graduates to achieve their full
potential and not to settle for less
simply because society expecta less. I
effect bis experiences have bad on his responded to this plea because I have
political views. They argue that they seen the 1Stonished loob on the faca
have led him to a tough "pull- of my peers when I tell them I
yowself-up by-your-own-bootstraps" ieceived I competitive ed 11C1tion from
mentality-unsympathetic to the the public schools in Harlem. But, I
obstacles many black Americans face. was only able to do this because I bad
However, this is not the impression I parents and teachers who i~tilled
received
from
reading
the confidence in me and who would not
Commencement Address given by · allow me to undermine _my own
Judge Thomas at Savannah Stat~ potential by ''believing the hype" and
College (reprinted in The New York allowing society to predict my failure.

gets. Affirmative action popellecl us
forward from the Jim Crow mentality

of yesterday, but today we still
experience racism on our jobs, in the
coutt system and in all upcct1 of
society, Perhaps we have gone u far
u tffirmative action can take us and
now we obould try~ new.
-In concluoion, I think tlW '"' do in
fact .. need a jurist whote vision i1

comes to feast at a welcome table.
Classes are suspended to allow all of the
Howard community to attend the ceremony.
It is not meant to be used to take a pap. It is
not meant to be used to catch up on work. It
tempered ..• by how America mi&ht
is not meant to be used to run errands. It is
be." Wbo'1 better to pide 111 on the
meant for you to participate in the opening
road to success than someone who
knows the way? So let ua support
celebration of the University.
Judge Thomas for Supreme Court
Past convocation speakers have included,
noirunee. He may be the n:ception but
former Washington, D.C. Delegate to
the rule is not written in stone.
Nyuha Mack
Congress Walter Fauntroy, nationally
Collelle of PhltlDl'i)'. Uld Pbarm•cal
renowned cancer surgeon and Howard
'
Times, July 17, 1991, Editorial Page),
Many people resist Judge Thomas' Sciences
College of Medicine faculty member, LaSalle ·
D. Leffall and The Honorable Charles B.
Rangel, democratic congressman from New We Welcome Your Letters and Comments
York. Governor Wilder is sure to carry cin
THE HILL'IOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff, students and
their tradition by providing an enlightening a}11mni are encouraged to share their original ideas and opinions.
and · insightful comment on Howard
We publish only material addressed to us.' We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors of Style,
University and on the world that surrounds it. spelling and punctuation. I.otters "" well as commentaries must be typed and signed, complete with full addreu and
number. ·
As a member of the University community telephoneThe
opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the Editorial Board,

•

'

and do not neooessarily relfcct the opinions of Howard University, its administration, 11IE HILLTOP Board or the

Follow in their Footsteps
Six hours in the night is hardly enough of
an experience· to be able to empathize with
the homeless in America. However, perhaps
the need not be to empathize with the
homeless, but to hear and recognize their
plight and contribute something to their
cause.
This past Wednesday Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc sponsored its Annual Sleep
Out for the Homeless. From the hours of
9:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m., memb,ers of the
fraternity slept on the yard in an effort .to
underscore the plight of the estimated on'e
million homeless people in the United States.
While it is unlikely that several men sleeping
' out on Howard's yard will bring a halt to the
embarrassing problem of homelessness in the
United States, their efforts point to an
awareness tha,t must precede the solution to
any_problem of this magnitude.
The Sleepout was more than just a
symbolic ge~ture. The food and canned
goods collected will be distributed to
home1ess shelters in the area. As the

.

students.

'·

•

Pleue addrHl letten and comment& to:

.. ..

•

Jennifer Oolson, Manql111 Editor
Sbauntae Brown. C-mpm Editor
Yolanda O'Qulnn, Aulllant C•mpua Editor
Karen Good, Tempo Editor.
Candi Merlwetber, 1.Gc1l / N1d0Dli Editor
Tuba Halley, Bulneu and Finan.. Editor
Keith Leadbetter, Producdon M•nqer

Sanford Garner, Aulatant Pl•odudlon M1napr
Rodney Reynolda, Head Artlll
Paul Woodruff. PhololnP"1 Editor
l!dsar Bastien, Aulstant PhotosnP"1 Editor

Darrell Winston Hill, Edltodal lldltor
Johanna Wilson, Spot ti Editor
Dam.., Dozier, Aull'•nl Spulll Bd"or

1Urany Andenon, Hullil ud FlllJ1• lldltor
Shawnee Smith, btarudoul ldllar
Paula Whlte, Sp1 •'" Pni!lda IA!iiiO
Donn. Leif «••wcop, Dltil'
Jonnlce Nealy, CopJ Editor

Arlcka Weatbrool:a, CopJ Editor
TtaCy Vinion, CopJ lldltor
. Tonja Dandy, Aulllant to tlit llditGr

'

'Min D.Newt.Ad••'' · cM+ sc
John Jech•........4"'••nt
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escort? What is it called when The , people in this country cannot afford
Ron Reagan Show gets better time · to put their guard down. We were
Ok. Okay, 0. K., let's .set the slots than The Jesse Jackson Show? not considered during the writings of
record straight once and for all • Why is it considered racist for blacks the Constitution, therefore we should
racism in this cObntry is a b
, but to march in Bcnsonhurst and simply not believe in the American Dream.
you g_o tta love it! Not that I am a an injustice for a brotha to be beat by White people set the1 rules in this
steady advocate of violence and policeman in Los Angeles ? ls it country. We, unfortunately, have to
injustice, but as a black man there is racist for the hiedia to focus on the follow them, but we ~o not have to
something in me (and it may be in all San Francisco area during the abide by them. So to these black
of us) that love to see black people earthquake, when most of the republicans and other conservative
stand up (after they have been fed damage
occurred
in
the black officials, don't fall into that
up) and voice or defend their predominantly black city of ''quota'' trap. It is a front. Just like
positions.
Oakland?
What about the the excuse to abolish affirmative
Everywhere you turn now·a·dayz elimination of public telephone action. The fact lstands that we
you will hear, read or witness some usage during certain hours of the deserve it and if the only way we are
form of racist activity. If it is not on night
irl
selected
black going to get a piece of the pie is
the cover of anational magazine, it is neighborhoods? ls that racist? At through these mea, ures • cool, we
the main topic of the network the same time, I guess its not racism gotta take it! BecauSe the minute we
evening news. And if you live in that got George Michael a Gra·mmy acquifi economic parity on our own,
New York • enuff said! White award
before Luther Vandross? Do we are considered ~ationalists. Yet,
•
people, once a&ain, have started a you see what I am sayn?
we are being told·that we do not need
Most things done in this country, isolated securitieJ in order to be
crusade against the brothas and
sistas, claiming that our attitudes and at some given time or place, whether equally represented.I See, we cannot
behavior are the cause of the new it be covert or overt, conscious or win, not here. So,1Keep the Drive
racial tensions in America. Would unconscious, malicious or benign, Alive! Let's not iaste our struggle
you believe that some of them have are racist at the core, and that is what for justice on a medallion or a teeth'ii gall to scream reverse racism or white people do not want us to shirt. For black pef,ple there can be
'
reverse discrimination in some
understand
.
They
do
not
want
no such thing as negative racism.
<'
cases?!? Yes, but at all times we African-Americans to come to the All racism has t~ be positively
have to remember that (and plea~e realization that everything they do generated to keep ~he fire ~in ''our''
quote me) white folks are a trip! -'(whether they intend to or not) _systems so that w~ can continue to
The problem with the entire racially effects us. Therefore, racism seize the cultural, economic,
racism issue is that white people are exists, but it ain't us that keep it educational,
~ocial,
legal,
unaware of what racism is. They alive.
geographical and political initiative.
have an alarming tehdency to
African·Americans, blacks,
So what have 1we concluded?
c.onsider anything done by a person negroes, colored peoPle of color, Anything? Some~hing? Nothing?
of color that combats activities nubians (whatever we decide to call Probably all of the ~hove. The thing
initiated by them as ''not c.onducive ourselves) need to not fall vietim to all of us must do fs realize that we
to the racial harmony needed in this any of this ''white wash." In order are here for the long run and that as
country." But, what is it called when for us to remain strong as a people, long as we are aliv.e on this planet •
major corporations and companies we need to keep racism active in this there will be racisJ;. We cannot let
only have 3 percent African· country without falling victim to the other races blarpe us for their
American employment? What is is hypocrisy. We need to keep misbehavior. And that is what the 0.
called when Jeffery Dahmer, after fighting, complaining, marching, P. P. is all about! Racism=Other
admitting to killing 15·17 people lobbying, writing, screaming, People' s Problem.
(mostly no·whites) walks into court kicking, yelling • whatever! We
un·handcuffed and unesc.orted, while have to combat every thing we
Funkin' Legen·d Rick James got the consider discriminatory against us,
The writer is a graduate of 'the
traditional ''broth a' treatment'' of because if we do not, we will get Graduate Scho j l of Arts and
new chains and a friendly uniformed complacent and· we'll be over! Black Sciences.
)

.E nough.pettiness!
'

Christopher Coleman
As a concerned Howard .University
student and student leader, I felt

compelled to write this article which I
think is extremely important as a new
year dawna on Howard University.
I have noticed an air of
competitivene11, animosity and
acrimony amona student leaders from
all walk• of Howard's life. If one
leader does not like the war another
acts, speak• or directs their
or1aniz1tion, they will personally

1hun their colleague and the
oraanization they
represent.
Sometimes an upset student leader

This phenomenon leads to very
strained relations . I havb been
in~olved in student government for
three years and I have seen the same
things over and over again. The
amount of unnecessary pettiness
between organizati9ns Can be
incredible sometimes! Those of you
that are in or have been involved in
student government· know exactly
where I am comina from. On a
university-wide level, I think we-have
all been guilty of some dearee of
pettiness here at H.U. And do not sit
there and shake your head as if to say
that you have never been
yeprehensible. The people who deny it
~nd do not want to deal with it are the
same people who are the most guilty

of it! ·
Howard, we have got to stop beina

will even 10 back to their orpnization

petty. From the student government
halls of Blaekburn, to the resident

and bad talk- that person and/or
oraanization to their own people.

halls of the Quad, we must clear-all
unnecessary actions of slight out of

'

I

our system. Our fOllege years are too
short to worry ~l>out this stuff. And
with all of the plights that are facing
not only our combunity but our very
survival, we cannot afford to bicker
I
amongst ourselves.
. '
So, after reading this article, I
would encourage ~ou, as a member of
the stude.nt body; a student leader or

otherwise, to take it upon yourself to
1

stop committing actions of pettiness.
Simply put How,rd. if we cannot be
out brother and •ister'• keeper now,

how can we truthfully say that we will
carry the torch oflunited leadership for
our people in the future?

I
Tht writtr is tht HUSA Voli.ntttr
Coordinator anf Is a junior In tht
CoUtgt of Arts ohd Scitncts ..
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F ood For Thought
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Tommy. He would never do such a ·. asked "What if a white woman looks
thing. He didn't really mean to."
better and has more morals; Woul4
The students covered four basic you still marry the black girl?"
reasons for interracial relationships.
It seems that some blacks have
According to their comments; blacks learned to love their oppresson more
Omar Tyree
date whites out of' curiosity, than their own people who have been
rejection, isolation and racial the known victims of many atrocities
brainwashing. Some students say around the world. " It's a selfish
they just wanted to see if there wu a thing. We gotta learn to love
racial difference, other~said that ourselves. We can't take the easy
black women/men dog them out so way out. We gotta train ourselves
bad that whites are used as an because black people are ip trouble,
alternative and some said that they "1 pro-black male said, " I will let
Howard University students bad a lived in settings where there were nobody. dictate to me what I should
few if any blacks to deal with. But, do and who .I should go out with,"'
speak~ut on interracial relationships
last week at Sutton Plaza's dormitory the IIlOlt important coocem to me is responded another male. "There ia
already a shortage of black men, • a
and several things became evident. the racial brainw"'\i•g.
Black people tiave become so female shouted, "I grew to love her
Firstly, I am now convinced that
•blacks were the fust poop!~ on earth miseduc•ted over the past 400 yean (• white woman), that"s all that
and God's true chosen ones. We arc that many refuse to acknqwledge it. matters-and I'll tell anyone about it,"
the most spiritual, loving, forgiving, Even though science, history and said another male. "1be only reason
non·judging 1nd independent people logic all point to Africa u the center that white girls be with a lot of black
on the face of the earth. If we are not of bum.an life, many blacb refuse to men is because of the . money.
God's chosen people, then nobody IL deal with the facts. The lint people Because if they don't have money,
However, at the same time, blacks on earth were black people. moet white girls wouldn't even think
are the moat miseducated and selfisb Therefore, Adam and Eve, Noah, about them,"' a powerful female
Abraham, Isaac, Israel. Moses and ended
people in the world.
At the conclusion ol the speak·'"'~
Even ofter slavery, rape. lynchin& Jesus were all black. Bu~ 11- many
Ilea, disrespect and agresalon that o1 U1 have been trained to viluallze the aroup sot louder and louder
the white race contlnUe1 to have these Individuals u white, IOIDO ol. sboutlna their oplnloaa at r1c" other
toward black people, we 1dll forslw us have dlcided to cbOOM a snJ·lble with no aped upon solutipnl. Ont
them. •Judie people by their 1ayln1 that "their race doesn't C1111tay In the f!Pt to try to Inform

,.

Jungle
.Fever

character and not by their skin matter" Instead of admlttlna that black people until death, but like I
color.• "Every white ldeol"IY ii DOI white people lied to us. And that bla have 11ld year1 110; If the black
to destroy the bllck man " "'Love ii white lie, that white ptople art m11111 ever bad the ability to
DOI clef!ned by color." " I )1111 look IUpOrlor' to blackl, bu CIUIFd many CC"hjlletely coait topther, ... "'"'1d
at them 11 other people.• Only blacb to marry wldte pl<Jlt servtq have died t011tller In Africa. Wt people from the motherland ol earth our owil raca no poollive purpose. only help u many blacq that tr1
can have such forsiveneu for their One black male even said "Wblte wll1lns to follow. Ute Public E- ·~
children twned bad. !lb a mother people foo.P• and died far us. Whal oaya; Freedom 11 a road seldom
hearina all the evidence on her auillY do you tlllnk the Civil Wu wu all traveled by the m"1dtude.
100, 1dll sboutlna • Ob no, ~ot my about?" Another 1tood up and

I
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All Computer Based Information
Systems, C~mputer Science, and
Math Majors·
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You are cordially invited to dine with:

PROCTER & G
BLE·
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
•
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CE.· The Reeve Room
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PLEASE BRING YOUR RESUME FOR PERMANENT AND
SUMMER INTERN POSITIONS.
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By HolH L. Holllday

Special to tho Hiiitop

•

"The Black Congressional Caucus Foundation is
rising to the challenge of developing strategics to address
the inequalities that continue to confront modem societ)"
and to create new oppor_lunities for an increasingly
diverse black American population,• Congressman Alan
Wheat (D-Mo.), chairman of the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation, said.
·
· On Sept. II - 15, the Congressional Black Caucus
_,, Foundation (CBCF) held its 21st Annual Legislative
Weekend. Designed to carry out the mission of "political
education, participation and empowerment of black
America," the CBCF was founded to conduct educational
and social policy research.
N. the focus of national and international attention,
the CBCF Legislative Weekend is best known of
Foundation's activities.
It serves to bring back the black leadership in
politics, business, religion, civil rights and entertainment
toacther to discuss the ever expanding black agenda.
The weekend also serves u host to several funda
raisen,- among these a fashion show and awards dinner,
that provide monies to several educational programs
hosted by the CBCF, which include the Congressional
Fellows program for graduate students and · the
1
Conaressional Black Cav.cus (CBC) Spouses
Scholanbip Fund.
The initial days of the Legislative Weekend are spent
host~g issue forums and allowing the braintrusts to
further review legislation action an!! discuss. new
devel9pments in the black society. The issue forums
bring together a wide cross-section of people, including
politici1115, community activis~ scholars and the public,
to address almost every concern of the black community.
This year's topics ranged from jazz education to the
black mate. The weekend also host the meeting of 21
different braintrusts. These braintrusts, which also meet
periodically during the year, have been formed to provide
memben of the CBC with a primary source of expenise
from a diverse array of black leaders, whose issues
include education. 8ging, criminal justice, foreign policy,
housing. labor and corporate affairs just to name a few.

black to be eleCted speaker of the North Carolina House
of Representatives.
The Harold Washington Award for coalition building
was giyen to Sharon Pratt Dixon, the mayor of
Wasbingtoo, D.C. The George Thomas "Mickey" I.eland
Award was given to Bill and Camille Caiby.
More ·than just an awards dinner, the CBCF dinner is
an entertainment extravaganza. The program hosted by
Ruby Dec and Ossie Davis, included the talent of Phyllis
Hyman. En Vogue and the Alvin Ailey Dance Company.
The program ended to the sounds of the 25 black
members of Congress and other prominent black)eadcrs
rejoicing in song to the sounds of the Negro National
Anthem, lift Ev'ry Voice and Sing. accompanied by the
Missis11ippi. Mass Choir.
"1bere are many mountains u yet unmOYed on the
America• landscape," Rep. Mike Espy (D-Mi11.),
chairman of the 21st Annual Legislative Weekend, said.
, "To see a way out for the nation, we must meet the
challenge todiy by doing wliat we'. •• always done in the .
past - defying odds, expanding opportunities, he
added."

The culmination of the weekend is the annual awards
dinner which was held·Sept 14. Along with being a huge
fund-raising event for the CBCF, awards were also
presented. The Congressional Black Caucus Lifetime
Achievement Award was given to ex-Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall for his commitment to fight
legal inj~ticc fQ.r all.
The George W. Collins Award for community

service was given to Ouistophtr Edley, Sr., tbe former
bead of the United Negro College Fund.
State Sen. Henry J. Kirksey of Mississippi received
the William L. Dawson Award for significant
contnl>ution made iD the area of legislative reform.
The Adam Clayton Powell Awucl, presented for
contribution to black political awareness and
empowerment, wu given to Daniel T. Blue, Jr., tbe first

•

•

Want to reach' a wide
and varied audience?
Advertise in
THE HILLTOP! ·
Contact Brian Nevel at
806-6868

•
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OUR NEW .
PAY-AS-YOU-GO

PLAN

'

AMONTH

'

'·

Saturday. September 28
8:00 a.m.-3:45 p.m.

Washington, DC.
Omni Shoreham Hotel
2500 Calvert St., NW

·"11'
SHEENA EASTON
ship! Just S15 a month gets you swimming . jogging , aerobics. and our
exclusive 30 Minute Workout . Plus the most advanced workout
equipment anywhere. All for just S15 o month w ith our all-time lo west
enrollment fee of $49. lt'so totally new way to get total fitness. But hurry,
this special otter is only.good 101 a limited time.

Announcing a totally new way to get totol fitness. With our new payas-you-go pion .just S15 o month and o low one time enrollment fee of
$49 guarantees you the best workouts in town - with no long-term
commitment! It's the membership you 've been waiting for . because
with the poy-os-you-go pion. you choose the length of you1 member-

I

TOBE INSTANTLY CONNECTID TO THE NEAREST LOCATION,
MOST CLUBS NOW OPEN AT 6 AM

CALL 1-800-695-770

TO\\'SON OTowsontown Center • GLEN BURNIE 07138 North Ritchie Hwy. • ANNAPOLI S OAnnopo!is Moll
CATONSVILLE ORt. 40 West • DUNDALK 02323 Northpoin t Blvd. • ROSEDALE OGolden Ring Moll
NOW OPEN:
\VHITE MARSH 08221 Town Center Drive {across from the White Marsh Moll)

•

CORPORATE MEMBERSHIPS
AVAIL.AILE

I
Ar1 EqLl<ll
Orr 11rtL111i1 ~,

t

Club.

For Information col!:

1-800-735-4677

'

Ill il II 1 \) llT'\i,'-"l I \Ill\'-

Meet representatives from top graduate
schools at the GRE/CGS FORUM

Friday or Tuesday. Thursday

,

Saluida~

lOom - 6pm. limited to the club yov10in. Other membe!ships ore ovailable. Services. lacHities and hours moy vary by location Same restrietions apply

•

'

•

Don't wait for inspiration to strike. Come to the GREfCGS G-a~uate

School Forum.

Ask representatives what their schools have to offer. Discuss
different programs of study and obtain school catalogs and
application fonns.
.
While there, you can even take special workshops on var10us
programs of stud)c financing your education and preparing for the
GRE exam. All for just a $3 admission fee.
tt
_ ..
··-gio1t•HOP
SCHEDULE
8:30-IO:OO PRE-FORUM 'M>rtshop on
Admission5 and Fil'lancil l Aid
IO:IS~l:l5 1ssue5 Faci"'I the Rttumifll Sti.dent
11:45-ll:'tS GRE TestPreparltiol'I
1:15-2:15
Minoritiel i1"1 GrtduateEduc1tion
2:4S·l:4S W Pro(r1111 Question and
Anwter Session

*

1!:00~2:00
12:00~:00

.
1:00-l®

·2:00-3:00

'

DISQPUNI DISOJSSIONS
H!stOl")I Pi)"'Choiog)( Educ11ion
Biolo&ic•ISciences. Physical
Scittas. He1Jtl1 ~
PoHtital Scitl'lce. Soc~
Piychology
~
Computei:Sdence, Erlginttring.

•

M1themlt10

Re1tstradon be&lt1t1at1:00 a.m.
For more information call GRE Inquiry:
(609) 771-7670

f(lR TOTAL FITNESS

Jotn now lor o one !me enrollment fee of only S49 Pay S15 o month tor os long os yO\J wont to be a member. Available only through the outomatie payment plan Walkout MOfldoY. \:'t'ednesdoy ·

\
I

Sponsor@d by the GRE Board and the Council of Gt"1duate Schools.

GRE. ETS. EOUCATIONAL IBTING SERVICE. 1nd the ETS logo design ire

• ,epie. ed trldemari(s of Eduutional Testing Sefvice.

'

•

'
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THE GEORGIA. CAFE I CLUB CACHE
•

•

<
•

'

•

'

l

I
9:00 PM -_2:00 AM: Evening Jazz
Featuriiig Candace Debartolo

. 5:30 --8:30 PM: Happy Hour
Live Entertainment Featuring
I
r

and Selena McDay

DOUBLE
.. .. .... .... ..... MIRROR
.. ... .... . ... . .. .. ..
'

'

. I
(

' .
•

•

•

•

'

Happy Hour Specials:
'

.

*Complementary H'ors d'oeuvres
* Open B~r from 5 :30 to 6:00 PM ($3 Cover)
* $1 .Drafts
from
6:00
to
8:30
PM
·
,
.

•

I
'

Friday Night Happy Hour is sponsored by
Chi Delta M:u pental Fraternity
-

•

'

'
•

Locatetl at the Howard Inn, Lobby Level
2225 Georgia Avenue, NW * (202) 265 - 2376
•

•

\
'

•

•

•

•
l
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Coming from
a woman's point
of view

Guys speak out
about interracial
dating

Special to tho Hilltop

By Frederick J. Goodall
Hilltop Staff Writer

n a historically and predominantly
black college, there are a few males at
HOward University who would get
involved with white women. The
reasons range from simple curiosity
to genuine affection. Still, there are
otbeB who absolutely abhor the idea.
The debate over interracial relations is heated on
campus. Many men admitted that they would· have some
kind of relationship with a white woman. Nearly all
agreed that they would not actively pursu·e a white
woman, but would take advantage of the situation if
presented.
Curiosity about the sexual myths of white women was
the main reason most men would cross the color line.
Andre Ligon, a senior majoring in finance, admitted that
he would get "involved" with a white woman.
"Women are women to me. I don't care what color
they are ... Ligon said. "Besides, I have always been
curious about the sexual habits of white women."
Kevin, a sophomore in the School of Business, said,
"White girls are mote willing to please their mates.
They ' ll do certain things that many black girls won't."
~ Men who do date white women Often refute the
aforementioned statement. These men claim that sex is a
personal thing' between two people regardless of race.
They also claim that black women are just as willing to
please their mates as white women are, as long as the man
is willing to reciprocate.
According to those surveyed, all of the men who seek
sex from white women do not do it only for pleasure.
Some do it for revenge. They use sex as a weapon to get
back at white men for their oppression.
"The worst crime to perpetrate against a white man is
to have sex with his daughter," said M. Jefferson, a sc;nior
majoring in Radio,TV, Film. He pointed out the scene in
Spike Lee's movie, Jungle Fever, when character
Annabella Sciorra's father beats her unmercifully for
having sex with a black man.
But sex is not the only reason why black men
become involved with white women. Some men believe
black women drive their men to white women.
"Black men are driven to white women because black
women are too much trouble at times," said James, a
junior in the School of Business. "They are only
concerned with what kind of car or bow much money a .
brother has. With ~bite women, you don't have that
problem."
AJI of the men who admitted that they would go out with
a white woman denied that they would marry one. Black
women topped their lists as an acceptable marriage mate.
These men agreed that they did not wa nt to live with the
social stigma attached to an interracial rela}ionship.
Marcus, a 23-year-old senior, said that he would marry
his present girlfriend, who is white. ''I love my girlfriend,"
he said. '' If the time comes when I.feel like I want to marry
her, her race will not matter to me. She is a woman and I am
a man. That is the only thing that matters."
Color may not matter to Marcus, but it does matter to
several others on campus. f\ large number of men at
Howafd vehemently oppose interracial relationships.
''I think that it is an insult for a black man to walk around
with a white woman," said Adrian King, a senior majoring in
Afro-American studies. ''I love black women too much to get
involved with a white woman."
King is not alone in his beliefs. Ryan Donaldson, a junior
majoring in business management, agreed. ''I would not get
involved with a white women because of the way white
people have treated us historically.
'' Besides," he continued, ''there are too many beautiful
black women out there."

•

'

'

•

Considered taboO, especially on a predominately black
campus like Howard Univenity, many women interviewed
'refused to date :Nhite men. However, there were

.I

exceptions.

'

Gwen McGill, a senior in the School of Arts and
Sciences, explained. "No. I'm attracled to black men. I
love black men. Period. I've seen some. white men I
thought were attnctive, but that's as far as it goes...
Charisse Tucker, a junior elementary education major,
agreed, saying that she would not date a white man
because it may be a sign that one does not love oneself.
"How can you go outward to find something," Tucker
said, "when you haven't fully appreciated what's in
yourself- in this case, what's in your race?
·

I

"I don't feel the need to look elsewhere," she
continued... Black men have a lot to offer."
/
The women who said they would not date a white
person did not mean that they did not fmd some attractive.
"Outside the Van Damme looking type," Tucker
explained,
"I
haven't found an
individual
of
European descent
, that turns me on or
causes me to look
twice."
Thero 'are other

.,

I

pt.atoby~I

o's.got
J

•

•

•

"I don't feel the
need to look
l
h
e SeW ere.
. like Black men have
a
,_
in tho
a lot to offer"

females,
*Roselyn,
freshman
school of Liberal
Arts, that would date
white males. However, Roselyn, who attended a
predominantly white school, said the reason she bas
exclusively dated white males is because black males
never asked· her out. She also believes that there are
distinct differences in intemcial Mting.
"They listen to you mono," Ilooolyn said, "bocaUIO Ibey
try to understand you. You u a RACE. There's more
talking and more liste~ing because you're trying to
experience each other's rice.
r_
•Tiffany, a junior in the School of Education, who hu
·also dated intemcially, agreed.
"Tho differences lie in cultural backgrounds," she said
White men are very insightful about cu1tural things about
black womoo black men already know abou~ like music,
dance, language and sex."
Those that dated intorracially also said there wore no
huge differences in the characteristics between black· and
white males.
"The same things that attract me to a white guy attract
me to a black guy.' Personality, looks - whatever I liked
about them that attracted me," Roselyn said.
:
Tiffany said it was her ma'te•s pcnonality that attracted
her to him.
"We were very close frienda and I enjoyed spending
time with him,• she said. "Juat lib: any other man."
When focusing on ~terracial relationships involving
black men 1nd white women, tho emphasis is placed upon
tho sexual myths, oopocially when startin& tho relationship.
• McGill explained, "That'• tho motivation behind a lot
of people datina intemcially. There's too m1ny myths
involved that cause people to want to, interracially date.
,
"Basically it's tho Idea of forbidden fruit. We always
want what we can't have and it's a challenge,"' she said.
Roselyn, however, djs1gxeed.
"I think it goes with tho person. It bad no heiring with
me. Myths did not come to part in my experieocea at all."
Which brings to mind tho movioJWlgi.. Fewtr. Did tho
film accurately capture the essence of the interracial
relationship?
•

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- - --...;;;...
;;.
··bi/~·~
By Shamarra ·Turner
Hiiitop Staff Writer
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Several brand• of non-alcoholic b11r can bl found In local grocery ator••

,._., __

· What makes a beer a beer? Is it the
golden colOr, the crCan!y foam or the
hangoverafterNard?
Lately, the standards by :W-hich a
''good beer'' are judged haVe been
challenged by a few sober imposters.
Sales of non-alcoholic beer
skyrocketed to 90 percent in 1990 and
is about 1 percent of the total beer
market.
Contrary to popular belief, nonalcoholic beers are not beers with
something removed. Beer itself is a
beverage made by fermentation .o f
cereals, usually malted barley.
Because non-alcoholic brew is
allowed to ferment, true beer taste is
made. However, the fermentation
process is stopped by heating the
'mixture and therefore preventing the
full alcoholic strength to rise.
This fact prompts one to pose the
question, "Is a beer really 8 beer
without the alcohol?'' Sophomore
·Kevin Cooper doesn't think so.
''1be beer isn't the same not only
because there's no alcohol, but
because it just doesn't taste right,"

Near beer
tastes same,
less brew
Cooper said.
Junior Robert Lawrence agrees.
"I've tried O'Doul's before and it
tasted really watered down. I don't
sec why people_buy that stuff,"
Lawrence said.
''Sharps is not 90 bad," commented
Sophomore Stephanie LaRuo, "but I
still wouldn't choose it over replar
beer."
Few Howard students prefer nonalcoholic brew over tradidooal brands
like King Cobra. Colt 45 and Miller.
Although this may be tho cue at HU,
O'Doul's, Sharps and Haake-Beck
brands are reportedly selling like
crazy.
It is suspected that beer is
consumed merely for its after-effects
if cons\DDed ill large IUDOllllll.
"When you're tipsy, you CID do

things that are unacceptable at most
other times," said Marcel Lewis, a
sophomore majoiing in criminal

.

.

.

Justice.

"You can blame your behavior on

tho liquor."
Altbouah tho few stuilonta who bad
tasted 111 near beer" considered it
waterod-down and lacJcin& la-bouquet
and mama, IODle tee it u a pobable
solution for tho alcohol problem on
campus.
"If students would serve nonalcoholic boor at portioa instead of ru1
beer, maybe drunl<-drivin& accidonll
would be prevented because studonll
wouldn't be in!IWcated wbilo drivln&
home," said Michelle Oallauaher, 1
sophomore
majorina
in
commUDicatiom.
The COlll Of near been nap ftcnn
about $3.SO to $6.SO per •l•·pact.
Some noa-llcobOlic be er1 include: ·,
ClAUS'IHAU!R OeuD"'!J• $6.25

HAAKB-BBCK Clermaoy, SS.SO
SHARP'S United States (Miller),
$3.99
BUCKU!R OOlmmy (Heiookea),
SS.SO
KAlJBBll UK (Cl±''E), $6.49

..
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sante tiptoe~ aroun
By John L11t1r Jackeon Jr.
Hilltop Staff Writer

Kemet, Afrocentricity and
Knowledge.
Molefi Kete Asante. Africa World
Press.
$12.95
In 1914, the fi lmmak er David
Wark Griffith released his long
awaited epic, Birth of a Nation ,
arguably one of the most racist films
ever mad e. The pl ot of Griffith's

'' cinematic masterpi ece," adapted
from Thomas Dixon 's The Clansman,
portrayed blacks as savage-like
barbarians who, if given equality,
would eve nt ually take over the South
and destroy the sanctity of American
life.
Jn Dix on's film , the Ku Klux
Kl an rescued the whit e Southerners
.from lustful black men , disrespectful
lbJack citizens and black congressmen

who eat chicken and drink whisky
whi le pass ing laws all owing
themselves to marry white women.
Di stributed 1n a sea of
co ntroversy , Griffith 's picture sailed
to immediate box offi ce success. The
longest and most expensi.ve film of its
tim e, Birth' recei ved critical acclaim
fo r its technical innovation s and its
pervasive impact . The mov ie
prompted Woodrow Wilson , then
1
president of the United Stat es, to
claim that Griffith had re-w ritten
hist ory with the power of a lightning
rod.

If Griffith had re-written history
(to serve his own, warped racist
prejudices), Molefi Asante ' s Kemet
Afrocentricity and Knowledge intends
to help ''un-write'' such false concepts
of '' history'' and construct the
methodology of Afric9logy based on
an African centered perspective on
life.

Some confusion over a few of the
Of course, Birth of a Nation is not
necessarily expected to be a true book ' s terms notwiihstanding (and
representation of history . It is a film, much of my confusiom, I should add,
and its goal 'is to entertain; howe:ver, undoubtedly· rests In my gross
the same racist attitudes which ignorance on the subjecl matter),
emanate from the silver screen that Asantc's major objectives in the text
hav e contaminat ed a great deal of arc unquestionably achieved. With
Kemet , he tries to cover a lot of
what is cal led Western ''scholarship."
Asante's bo ok exposes such ground in a relatively short period of
biases masquerading as scholarship. tin)e. The results arc truly thoughtFurthermore, he attempts to explain provoking.
Asantc 's disdain for the scientific
the problematic aspects of Western
society's scien tific method of !flelhod of gaining knowledge is
knowledge - inquiry,
while 'evident, and his arguments for ••at
campaigning for a new means of position are persuading. Moreover, he
knowledge acquisition based on · a draws from a variety of disciplines in
''wholistic'' methodology he contends · order lo substantiate a good deal of the
hypotheses he purports.
is grounded in Afrocentricism.
His major concerr with the
''scientific method," as i ~ is curren.tly
IL
practiced, stems from his belief that
European researchers arc trying to
draw blood from a stone when
attempting to achieve ''objectivity.''
All knowledge, he contends, is based
on perspective (what Asante calls
''place''), and that perspective shapes
the realitY in which we live.
''The distortion of social reality
by traditional Eurocentric: scientific
methods, " Asante writes, ''occurs
because of allegiance to a set of false
propositions.
''One such proposition appears in
the ~ormumtion where the researcher
is separate from the object of study
•
and in fact seeks to gain as much
distance as possible from the object.
'
My major concern with Asantc 's Afroccntrists reject the separation of
text rests in the ambiguity of some of ,,.[the] investigator/subject relationship.
the terms used . He see ms to to ss ''Whether one talks of reality in the
words (sllch as ''w holism '' and African American church or in
''composite African, '' ) around, here African dance , one sees that
of subject/object,
and there, without pinning down their separation
exact n:ieanings for the reader. If his speaker/audience, dancer/spectators or
methodology is to be foll owed, Asante investigator/subject is artificial.''
Showing his opposition to the
· must make sure he defi nes hi s te rms
subject/object dichotomy, Asante
explicitly and completely.

If his
methodologx is to
be followed,
Asante must
make sure he
defines his terms
explicitly and
completely.

proposes an alternative: "The
Afrocentric method insists that the
researcher examines hetsclf or himself
in the pro~ess of examining any
subject.'' This method attempts fo
promote interaction between the
rcsca,l'chcr and the Subject, and it is
Asante 's belief that such interaction
improves the process of knowledge
. '
'
1nqu1ry.
Kcmct, Afrocentricity and
Knowledge is an effort to synthesize
various loose ·strands of a curre ntly
evolving discipline, a discipline
tentatively called black studies.
In light of the present controversy
surrounding a series of popular buzz
words (multiculturalism, political
correctness, and etc.), Asante, by
tiptoeing around thC concCpt of racial
specification, works to construct 8
consistent bltieprint for Afrocentriclty.
Ke met (Ancient .Egypt) is the
foundation for Asante's historical
development. He places it at the
primacy of his discussion on
Afroccntricity, and his ideas seem to
celebrate that Kemetian culture.
''A fundamental position of my
argument," Asante afftrms, ''is that all
African societies find Kcmet -a
common source for intellectual and
philosophical ideas.''
_ ...
Aware of possible claims that he'
is ovcrly-celcbrational, Asante .writes,
''I do not contend that Kcmct was
perfect, as some have claimed of
ancient Greece, but that it was anterior
in the design of the just and
beautiful.''
In the final analysis, Asante's text
is just what he contends: the forging
of a new discipline in knowledge
acquisition. He doesn 't· believe he has
the definitive and unquestionably
answer for the formation of
A_fricology, but he docs affirm his
dynamic attempt at ''presenting and

•

I
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Afroccntricity and Knowledge is one
of the important first few stopping
points before . he can reach his
mission's goal: ''the proposing of
concrete actions that lead to the
lessening of harmo1ny, suffering,
misunderstanding, and dislocation" of
all people.

representing'' the context from which
a search for knowledge is achicv8ble.
This book is the beginning of that
process, that presenting and
representing process, and it helps add
flavor to the discussion of
'
Afrocentrism. Asantc's
mission is an
on going
one,
but
Ke met ,

'

'
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1'he art of Africa is changing. It's
showing a new face that's fresh
and exciting and as bold,
vibrant and daring as its traditional counterpart. Al&T
is proud to introduce
"Contemporary African
Artists: ChangingTradition;·an exhibition of
paintings, sculptures,
. collages, prints, and mixed·
media works by African artists
living and working in Africa today.

•

ONE MILLION OF THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.

'

•

T

IAA-C REF is building a sound
fi nancial futu re for more- than
1,000,000 people in the education and
research communities. And over 200.000
'
retirees are now ~-njoying the benefits of
their TIAA-CREF annuities.

Visit Washington Project for
the Arts and experience this im·
· portant exhibition. Another example
of Al&T's 50-year commitment
to the arts.

•

WOK FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DfVERSITY.

Your African heritage is rich with a
legacy of art that has enlightened, challenged and transformed many. At AT&T, we
strive to follow in that tradition of enrich·
ing lives,whether it's introducing ideas
' and technology with the power to
•transform daily life or.helping to unveil
the new face of African art.

I lrn ry '"" n )'"rad> •.
7.rmh<ll>l<'f'
Ha/"" ' '"8 fin.·11 l'JH'J

Security-so the resources are the re
when it is time to retire. Growth-so you 'II
have enough income for the kind ofrktirement you want. And diversity- to help
protect you against market volatilitj' and
to let you benefit from several l)' pes
of investments.

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
FROM TIAA-CREF.

f

TIAA offers you the safety of a traditional
annuity that guarantees you r principal plus
a specified rate of interest, and provides
for additional growth through dividends.
For its stability, sound investment s, and
overall financial strength, TIAA has
received the highest possible ratings from
all three oft he insura·nce industry 's leading
independent agencies.•

l

anl~uity

C REF's variable
offers o pportunities for grow1h \Vit h four different
investment accounts, each managed with
the long -term perspeclive essential to
sound retirement planning.
EXP£RIE-NCE. PERFORMANCE.
.
STRENGTH.

Your future is protected by the largest
private retire-me-nt syste-rp in the nation.
Since 1918, '''e have been helping build a
secure' future for people in edu(:ation and
research. \\'e hav'e done so well, fOr so
many. for so long that \Ve currently manage
over $95 billion in assets.
I

, --

-

---- -

- ·- - -

SEND NOW FORA FREE

RETIREMENTINVEST~NTKIT,
; ncl uding a .'>p•·,;1/ Rt /•, •rl on Tl AA invtst m.,nts.
1\1ail 1hi ~ t·oupon to: T lAA·CREF. O.,p1. QC.
730 Third Av.,nut, N.,..,. Yo rk. NY 10017. Or call

I 800-8-42-2733. Ext . 8016.
,\ ·,," 1c ( l' l~a.., prin1 l

, 1,1,1,.,.,,,•

'"·'1,;.,,,,,,, (~· ~II nani~ )

.

§

WUsbington Project for,tbe Arts,
September 7- 0ctober 25. 1991,
400Seven1bS1reet , N.W, Washington . D C.

•

the

Ensuring
future
for those w'1o shape it:'

fJ.>.¥1imr P~•rlr (

T1//r

J

r1AA ·c·111:1· Pr1rlicirar1I
i ;.1 1''"

a

o

For information call 202 J4V·481J.
This exhibft/011 was o rganired by
..
1'be St1ldio.M 11.(e r1m in liar/em , Neu1 Yo rk, 1\IY.
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. "BRILLIANT AND
INSPIRED.

"****
AN ASTONISHING

THIS IS TERRY GILLIAM'S
MOST SATISFYING FILM."

. COMEDY.

ABOLD, UNIQUE AND

•

- Joan Buck, VOGUE

EXHUARATING
CINEMATIC TRIP"

"WILD
'
WONDERFUL
AND CRAZY!"

- Bruce Wtlliam,;oo.. PlAYBO't'

''A 10! ASTUNNING

FANTASY

The ·Hilltop is in great need of
relis:ible people to be reporters, and
freelance photographers ~ No
volu-Ateer work here. We will pay
you for all stories and photos
published. No previous
experience 11eeded. Just stop by
the Hilltop q>ffice in the Hqward
Plaza Towers West and fill out a
application TODAY.. There's a spq>t
waiting for You on the winning .
team. ·

- Pia lindSlrom, WNBC·TVILIVE AT FIVE

BY MASTER FILMMAKERS AND
PERFORMERS."
, - t;at)' Franklin. KAHC-1V

'

"ROBIN WILLIAMS
DESERVES
ANOfHER
OSCAR
NOMINATION.

"ELECTRICALLY
. CHARGED
COMEDY. ..

TOUR-DE-FORCE OSCAR
NOMINAWlLE PERFORMANCES
FROM JEFF BRIDGES AND
ROBIN WILLIAMS."

•

'THE FISHER KING' WILL
TOUCH YOURHEART...
ACAPTIVATING FILM."
- Jeff Craig. SIXTY SECOND PREVIEW
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THELMA &LOUISE ARE BACKI
Now's your chance
to take
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ARIDLEY smITFILM

•

1ARAMOUN1 11tlURlS PRISIN~ AMAtl NlUflW AND R08lRl RlHMl PRODUCTION AfllM BY ~AN ORAGOll NltlS~RY ROUGHNlSS
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Your Solid Link to a
Promising Future
•

•

WEDN·ESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1991
'

"

•

'
•

Armour J. Blackburn Center
.10:00 AM to 4:00 PM
.

#

'

Over 140 Employers From .
Business, Industry, and
Various Government al Agencies

•

•

•

•

-

•

Sponsored by

•\

.

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
•

For more information contact
(202) 806-7513
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By Shandra McDonald
Hilltop Staff Writer
~

Ring! Ring! "It's time to get up," whispers Lavern
Freeman, as she looks at her alarm clock with 4 a.m.
flashing across it. Slowly s~e lifts herself from the bed, as
thoughts of the day flash by. She walks into her kitchen,
fixes herself a cup of coffee, sits down and talks with God.
God is her best friend and the center of he~ lifC. She is
grateful for many things . She has a wonderfu1 family,
friends who adore her and something else that she has
cherished for the last 16 years - her job.
This D.C. native has been working as the secretary in
the Student Life and Activities Office since Aug. 25, 1975.
She is usually the first person to greet you when you walk
in the office and the first to say goodbye when you leave.
''She is the ideal person to meet and handle the
numerous activities that Student Actitities has, and the
variety of people who cbme in the office," Raymond
Archer, dean of Student Life and Activities said. ''[She]
exhibits the caring attitude that the University needs to
meet the needs of students.''
,
Freeman came to Howard by way of Vincent Johns
who was the former Dean of Student Life and Activities.
She had been working for the Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) when Johns noticed her.
''He was impressed with her attitude and thought she
would make a wonderful asset to the staff and she did,"
Archer said.
''People love her personality." said Belinda LightfootWatkins, director of Student Activities. ''She is the
secretary to the entire staff.''
'
Her warmth and friendliness are sincere. When people
come back to the office , they look for Miss Freeman,
according to Watkins.
I
' '' Yqu don ' t have to be mean and cold to people,
especially when they don 't know what the office is for,"
.Freeman said. ''I've seen students come in and they don't
know how to approach me because,Jhey are used to getting
the run around ."
After talking to Freeman, students not only get what
they came for but they also leave with a smile.
''She's always eager to assist Sll1dents," Watkins said.
''She takes a genuine_interest in them ."
Once she helps them, they always leave with a smile.

''Sometimes they come back and ay Miss Freeman, your
smi le was so helpful." She said she appr.eciates these
moments.
r
Students active in various branches of student
government have had occasions to interact with Freeman
and have benefited from her assi&tance.
''If you need something, she's more than willing to
help you out with it," Tracy Mcferrin , coordinator for the
Undergraduate Student Assembly (UGSA)said, "All of the
,contact I' ve had with her [for information] has been
accurate."
I
While people continuously say Freeman is always
very pleasant, Mcferrin said, ''For her it's really true. She
has a very energetic personality and a sunny disposition."
Freeman has taken an active role in many students
lives in the past 16 years. She has noticed that a lot of
students get side-tracked when they leave home. On one
occasion, a student came into her office crying because of
low grades.
''Her grades were not going they way they should have
been, and it was going to crush her," Freeman said. She
talked with the young lady and helped her solve her
·prpblem. ''I'm glad God had given me something to say to
her, so she would stop the partying and get back into her
school life."
After following Miss Freeman's advice, the student
went to class, graduated and is doing well.
Freeman said these are happy n\oments for her. She
also enjoys it when students come back to see her after
graduation.
l
On the other hand, Freeman has noticed a difference in
students from the past. ''Now it seems they are just here for
an education and self," Freeman said. "They seemcd more
united a few years ago." She thinks students are becoming
more apathetic due to societal influences, like., drugs and
the high cost of living.
''Society is not as receptive to each other as they used
to be,'' Freeman said. ''The students used to put on shows
that the staff collld go to and now they don't.'' Freeman
feels the students should have programs which the whole
comm~nity could enjoy and relate to, like Freddie Jackson.
According to Freeman, the family cohesiveness that
Howard was known for in the past is lacking. She recalls a
time when students were united and everyone actually
1

l'''f 1"tl''''ki•,J

••
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~

considered themse-lvcis apart of the Howard family.
Freeman' added that she notices this change in THE
,
'
HILLTOP and the 81Son.
As Freeman sits back, a slight smile comes across her
'face as she remembers how the yearbooks used to be.
''The Bison would try to get everyone in the yearbook,
now it's predominantly students and administration," she
said. "It's not a family like it used to be.
''Truth crushed to the earth shou ld rise again," said
Freeman as she recalled the old Hilltop sloga11 that used to
be on the top of the paper. Freeman said she saw this as an
'
'
.
1nsp1rat1on.
''It used .to be a resource paper for students," she said.
She feels st-u dents are not being exposed to enough
positivity as they were in the past. Now, articles about
Homosexuality are on the front page of Tempo.
''Students need something more positive than this ,"
sh~ said.

;

Even though there arc days when' she does not feel like
smiling or being happy, ''I love my job'' Freeman said. But
when she secs that a student needs her, she smiles again.
Her love for the Howard community has been described as
everything from genuine to consistent and endearing.
Freeman has watched students struggle through their
classes and has given money to students who were
survivi ng on a loaf of bread and watef· These types of
stories bro~ght tears to her eyes as pause\for a m~mcnt.
''She 's a delightful person," Watkins said, ''and she's
becnlhat way for 16 years ." According to Watkins,
Rreeman does not bring her personal pr~blems into the
office. ''Consistency is her greatest attribute.''
Even through Freeman's love for her 26-year-old son,
Frederick, anc;_I her granddaughters Fredericka, 6; Tianna, 2,
sustain her, God is her center and she credits him for her
disposition because ''w ithout, I can't be as cheerful,"
Freeman said. ''In him l do everything.''

'
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If your educatibnal goal is a BS/MS/PhD in Electrical Engineering, Computer
Science, or Management Information Systems, come to our presentation. We'll
teach you the one thing school couldn't. How to get a job at Apple.

I ht11'"la1
(k.:t,)lx·1· i llJl) I
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Apple Computer has a corpor.tk commitment to the prlod.ple of dlvttsfty. In that spirit, we
welcome applications from all individuals. Women, minorities, veterans and disabled ·
individuals arc encouraged to apply.

'

''
'

The power to be your best™

Clorox lia..'i lx.'Con1c a billio11-tlollar co11sl1111cr prodllCts
conlP'JJlY tl1rol1gt1 a <..'0111111it111c11t to \'ibroro!!Sgrowtl1 and •
divcrsificatio11. Ol1r lor1g list of calLi,'Ory lcattcrs h1cludL'S well kl10W11
brands like K.C. /l.fl1Sfl't'/Jiece barbt.'ClJC sat1cc, C/oro.r bleach,
Kingsford charcoal briql1cts, /·(Jn1111/114()<). /litkle11 Valley Ra11ch

salad drcs,<;illgi alld lllOl'C.
Our Finance and Accounting Develofment Program

provide<; rccc11t grddlJatcs with v:Lll1:iblc c.xpos11rc to all ~ of
finance artd accou11tir1g ...,·itl1 i11cnoasir1g le\'Cls of rt'Spons1b1hty and
scope. Those witl1 at'fillc111ic backgrou11ds i11 Co111pl1tcr S)'SIL'fns &
Analysis will fin,d challcngi11g assigi1111cr1ts wi~1ii1 our lnfonnatloo
Senices gi:oup, pro\iding sophisticated con~putcr systems support
throughout our ncm·ork of locatio11s.
Jf you're an u11tltigrad11a1e fin:u1ce, Accounting or Co~puter
Systems & Analysis 111ajor, joir1usatol1r011-<an1pus presentation on
Thursday, October 3rd, froi11 5-7pin in the ~·acu ity Lounge.
Or, if you prefer, send )'Otlr resun1e to1the Senior College
Relations Specialist, The Clorox Co!npany, P.O. Box 24305,
Oakland, CA 94623. We are an Affim1ati\'e Action Employer.
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Bison are
herded by
the
Bulldogs

Howard
prepares for
play in the
big league

By Maynard Clari<•
Hiiitop Staff Writer

w-

By Moynord Cllrko

Reportedly , many scientists
believe that if someday an
unstoppabl e for~c were to bit an
immov able. object the resulting
cataclysm would signal the end of the
world. Well, the wo rld did not end but
the presumed Ufl stoppable Bison did

'

lose 10-5 to a do minating South
Carolina Staie College (SCSq team.
The Biso11 brought an Offense that
had averaged 45 poinls a game and
the nations top-ranked passer into the
contest. They ra11 into an unyielding
defense that ~· a<; rated as the best in
Division I-AA.
'' They dominated the game with
•
their defense, " s aid Steve Wilson,

Howard' s head coach. However.to be
more exact 6-4. 2 70- lb defensive end
Robert Porcl1cr domi nated.
Porcher who appeared to be one
of the Bison ballcarrie rs by the way he
stayed in the ba c kfie ld the whol e,
afternoon was rele11tless. He
was
credited with fi ve unassisted tackles,
four assi sts, five hu rries and two
sacks.
''When \Ve tried to run or throw
he was there." \\'ilson said. ''He just
plain dominated tl1at spot. We tried
•
differen ~. thing <:. l)ut he was in our
backfield.''
Coach \\'1llie Jeffries triumphant
re t urn wa s ke ) ed by Porcher 's
dominance of center Dante Reid, who
Jeffr ies had told Porcher to play
opposite making hz· more of a nose
guard tha11 end.
'' Our tackles elped make it just
one - o n ~one between me and Reid,''
Porcher said. Carr isn't a slouch. We
respect. :. ri1. b1Jt v.;e !1ad to shut him
down .··
The Bulldog , did more than shut
Carr down th·ey ho unded him into~
submission.
Therefore, Wilson opted for 6-4
fre shma n Demond Arter who could
see over the slew of Bulldog rushers.
Bu t to no ava il . Arter was three of
nine for 72 yar(\s and an interception
intended for R,·~11 Heatl1cock.
•
• '
r lns a gl impse of the
future a~ 11..; /, •• 1 rl l with a 29-yard
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Photo by Keith Leadbetter

Jimmy Brown tries to dive an extra yard· but the Bison could not escape the grip of the Bulldog defense.
pass to the Bulldog 30·yard line and
then another which had diminutive 57 Harrell leaping over 6-1 defensive
back Macey Stephens to snare the
pass landing at the 2-yard line.
Howard had many opportunities
to win, or at least tie especially with
3:36 remaining when it had first-and·

goal at the S .C. State 1-yard line.
Unfortunately , Arter overthrew Gary
Harrell in the end zone on the first
play . With second-and-goal, Arter
handed off to Robert Taylor who
failed to gain an inch.
With third-and-goal coach
Wilson sent Donald Carr back in. Carr

rolled right and lost two yards.
Then.Wilson sends Arter back in
on fourth-and-goal and hi s
desperation pass sailed out of the end
zone incomplete.
Bobby Hemby le~ an adequate
dive-option offense as they built a 100 half time lead on the strength of a

37-yard field goal by Matt Young and
an eight-yard run by Orian Lumpkin.
"The Buffalo Soldiers'' decided to
tackle ballcarricrs in the second half
and shutout the Bulldogs. They also
recorded a safety as Jeffries elected to
snap the ball out of the end zone
rather than punt to Harrell.

Hiiitop
Stan
•
The non-conference matchup . -.
between the Bison (2-1, 1-1 in
MEAC) and the Owls of Temple
University (0..3, 0..1 in Big Easl) will
be the first meeting between the two
schools and the first time the BisoD
has taken on a Division I-A opponent
since joining Division I-AA. Both
teams are coming off losses. The Owls
dropped a 37-7 decision at se\'coth·.
ranked Clemson. It was the Owl's
third straight road loss to a natiooally
ranked team.
Trent Thompson
who also
quartcrbacks 1the OWis is ranked sixth
in the nation as a punter averaging
45.2 yards per kick.
The Owls will attack the ••suqalo
Soldier'' defense with senior FB SCon
Mcnair (43 rushes for 131 yards),
senior QB/P Thompson (17 carries for
50 yards; 14 Of 32 for
. 132 yards,
, 1
TD , 3 Int .) and senior TE George
Deveney (3 catches for 31 yards). On
defense· senior LB Santo Stephens (9
solos, 11 aasists) and senior OT Eric .
Fenwick (13 solos, 4 assists).
The Bi~on will attempt to counter
With senior QB Donald Carr (20
carries for 55 yards; 31 Of 51 passing
for 372 ; yards, 5 TDs, no
interceptions), senior RB James "JJ"
Carpenter (15 carries for 84 yards; 3
reJeptions for 15 yards, 1 TD) and
senior WR George Humes (3 catches
for '61 yards, 1 TD).
The evcrprcsent ''Soldiers" will
again have their hands full with
Temple, but should hold their own
with standouts such as sophomore DE
James Spears (18 solos, 10 assists) and
senior LBs Emmitt Smith (14 solos, 9
assists!( 2 sacks, 2 fumble recoveries, 1
interception), Kenneth Newsome (13
solos, 11 assists) and Anthony Hooper
(13 solos, 8 assists, 2 sacks).
HOOF-BEATS : The "Buffalo
.Soldier''
defense has yet to allow a TD
.
pass this year. The 168 yards of total
offense arc the lowest gained for the
Bison dating back 22 games to a 10-3
loss to Bethune-Cookman College in
1989 it was also the last time the
Bison failed to score a touchdown.

•

.
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Howard's bowling team get·s one strike too many
By Jam11 J. Davie
H"lltop Staff Writer
•

'

•

Members of the Howard University
bowling team were looking forward to the
1991-92 season. However, the team's
dreams of dominating region tournaments
may be shattered because of campus
budget cuts .
Last year, the Bowling Bison were
able to compete in several conferences
and regio n tou rnaments. They were
paired against some of the nation's top
team s. But thi s yea r unless funds arc
foun d, the tca111 wil l be limited to one
conference tour11amcnt and one regional
tournament.
1 Although the Bowling Bison compete
against some of the nation's best bowling
teams, such as to p-ranked William
Patterson, Penn State and University of
Florida, th e team does not receive any
funds or su pport from the athletic
department. Tho/bowling team is a club
sport at HO\\' ard , and is funded by the
Ar1nour J. Bl:1,·\..
.,iversity Center.
Ro berta McLeo d, the director of
Blackburn Center, regrets the cuts. ''The
cuts are a result of the recession that has
finally hit the campus,'' McLeod said.
''The team should be champions this year
and we are loo king for ways to help
them.''
Rochelle Tubbs, a member of the
bowling team, said the cuts will hurt the
bowling program. ''The cuts are a severe
blow , C" Pr;~11,, rj•• ·r: \•:c will not be
competing aga111st the quality opponents
of a year ago:: Tubbs said. "We will not

•
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\1~ Money
to KEEP Me
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be able to showcase our bowling program
or the university itself."
Kevin Young, who is also a member of
the bowling team, said that the a1ts ire a
major disappointment.
''The budget cuts were a major let
down to the team, since there is so much
promise for the upcoming season. It
seems somewhat unfair that we will not be
able to compctc, in tournaments that will
benefit the team."
But, the Bowling Bison ate nol going
to just take the cuts.
Jesse Barron, the head bowling coach, _is
determined to keep the Bowling Bison
moving on a steady path of progress
regardle~ of their financial woes.
''We arc going to have fund-raisers so
that we will be able to compete as we did
a year ago," Barron said.
McLeod also stated that the University
is looking for sponsors and wishes there
was more alumni support.
The amount of the budget aJt was not
disclosed . However, in March 1991,
Barron told THE HILLTOP that the
bowling team would survive in midst of
the continuous budget cuts. "There's no .
doubt that we have funding problems, but -""
the whole school has funding problems,"
Barron then said.
This is the second year the bowlin&
team has had to fight an uphill bottle.
Last year, the team was without a coach
until Barron actcpled the poailion.
In 1~91 the men's and women's
bowling team ranked fourth in the
Pennsylvania-Maryland Conference.
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Despite losses Spikers
intend to gain supremacy
By Johanna Wlleon

Hilltop Staff Writer
Even though the Lady Spikers

have managed to hold off all but one
of their conference competitors, they
had trouble ..fmisbing off" some of
their tournament opponen~.
Before traveling to the Virginia
Commonwealth
Universily

Tournament (VCU), tho Lady Spik=
were defeated by Towson State in five
matches. The scores were 6-lS, 8-lS,
17·1S, IS·l3, and 9-IS rospoctivoly.
On Sept. 13, the Spikers

played Radford. Radford defeated tho

Spikers in three matches to wi~ the
game. The scores were 8-lS, 1()..15,

and 2-IS.
On Sept. 14, tho SpikOJS "played
the blues" and lost to Davidson
College. in Davidson, N.C. Davidson
College sped pass them in a11 three
matches. The scores were 1.5_-17, 2IS. and 10-15. Later during tho same
day, tho Lady Spikors tried their luck
against Loyola (Maryland). Even
though the Spike rs lost, they .did
manage to win one of the matches.
The results were a four game match
win for Loyola. 6-15, 15-12, 8-IS,
and 13-15 to take tho win back to
•

Maryland.

Lowana Ruth, who is a middle

blocker for the Lady Spikors, said that
the reason for the loses during tiJF
v~u tournament was due to lack of
c~mmunication between teammates
while on the court.

Broshawn Harris, a hitter for tho
Spikers, _said that the loses were a
result of poor offensive play.
"We couldn't get our serves in,"
Harris said.
Marcia Butler, who serves as
outside hitter for the Spikers,
described the four game tournament

lost as a "mental breakdown of team
concentration''.
Butler added that even though
they did not win any of the VCU
tournament games they played well.
"Michele Simmons (a middle
blocker and team captain) ran our
offense perfectly," Butler said.
"Frances Elliot (a setter) also did a
wonderful job."
Yet, on Sept. 17, the University
of Maryland Eastern Shore, was the
team that took the rainy days away
from the .. Spiker's skies '', During
this game, the ''killer instinct'' that the
Spikers are famous fOJ, rewsurfaced.
In the flISt match, the Spikers almost
shut out Eastern Shore by winni ng
15·1. However, lhe situalion did not
get any better "down by the shore'' as
the Spikers finished Eastern Shore off

... HO~E TEAM
SCORES AGAIN!

Arri I
sup poled
fo clo.p?

•

•
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Fans: teams really need them

IS-10, and IS-S.
The Middle Eastern Athletic
Conference (MEAC) Pre -Season
Tournament took place Sept. 20·21.
On Sept. 20, North Carolina A
&. T were next in line for the
rejuvenated "killer instinct'' of the
Spikers. The results were another
victory. The Spikers won the game
15-18, 15-12, and 15-11. The
volleyball team also played FJorida A
& M later that day, and lost 11-15,
11-IS, and 12-IS.
However, all was not Jost. 'The
next day, the Spikers came back
, strong and heal South Carolin a State
1s.10, IS - 13, 3-IS, and 15-11.
Bethune Cookman also ''suffered the
agony of defeat'' as they Jost to the
Spikors 15-12, 15·3, and IS-5.
After tournament play, the Lady
Spikers w~re the owners of a 6-7
overall record and a 5-1 conference

record

By Johanne Wllaon
Hiiitop Staff Writer "

They come in all colors, shapes,
and sizes. No matter how they look or
how they acl, they all have one
common c haracteristicwloyalty.
Howard University fans are
probably the most enthusiatic people
around ... depending on the time of
season .
Derek Blakely, Bn offensive
tackle on the H. U. football team, said
that fan support serves as a plus for
athletic performance, especially
during a big game.
"After all the big games, I've
heard some of my teammates say how
much the fans improved their game by
cheering,'' Blakely said.
However, the majority of teams
on Howard 's ca mpus are not as
fortunate when one thinks in tenns of
fan attendence in large numbers.
Tennis coach, Larry Stricland,

said that even though fan attendence
at tennis matches are low, he is
pleased that "'some" fans come to
support his team.
r
"A few faithful friends of the

players usually come out to support

"'a few faithful friends" came to see
those games. Butch Beard, head
coach, said that his team received
.. tremendous support" from the
b•sketball fans,
Yet, DOI all Howard athletes are
that lucky.
r
According to former wrestler,
"'Papps" Parks, whca fans did not
· show up for wrestling matches, be
was "hurt". ,
"You literally work your butt off
for the entire unv~n:ity, and when fans
don't come out to support you wonder
if you should continue to bust your
butt," Parks said.

us,'' Strickland said. "'However, that
situation will hopefully change once
other students disrover how good we
are."
Strickland said that whe~ a crowd
of 30 people show up for matches be
is content.
,
''A crowd of 30 or more students
is a good showing for our tennis
matches.'' Strickland said.
Unfortunately, fan participation
Parka said that there wore maybe
does not binder on whether or not a .50 people at each of the team's home
team is good. Instead, the question to games.
ask is whether or not a team is
"I remember us having about ISO
popular.
people at a match, and that was
Last year, the men's basketball probably our largest home crowd for
team won eight games and lost twenty the season," Parks said.
games ·overall. However, more than
Paul Cotton, the wrestling

coech. said

that poor fan attendeooc is

something that many Howard teams

coolront fana.
.. Fan attcndence fluctuates
because people will come to see
anyone who wins," Cotton said. "I
love the fana because' they can say
things to the referee that I can't say,.11
, Delisa Scott, a member of the
H.U. bowling team, said that only
mainstream sports, such as football
and basketball, will be largely
recognized among students.

"Football and basketball are both
sports recognized at virtually every
university, therefore, more people will
come out and support those sports,"
Scott said. "Howeve~, wrestling and
bowling attracts the small elite group
that enjoys the sports and is
knowledgeable ah<MJ,t them."
Coaches and athletes agreed that
fans are a necessary ingredient to any
team. .. successful or not ..

Booters bound for victories ahead
By Damon Dozier and
Jeffrey Andereon

by Shannon Burgess.
Hiiitop Staff Writ8!8
On Sept. 18, tho Booton put their
The Bison Boolers are on a undefeated record to Annapolis. Md.,
•
MlSSIOn.aa they played tho Navy soccer team .
Jt seems that the team wants to go The offense that scored two games

1JID

m
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-

GEORGIA ' FLORIDA AVENUE
636 FLORIDA AVENUE
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20001
202 667-DOUG

back to the NCAA soccer tournament, against
Md.
and
·Virginia
and they may be well on their way. Commonwealth was nowhere to be
Their record speaks for itself.
L
found as tho Booten gave away their
Last year this time, the soccer
team bad a 3-4· 1 record to boast
about, and things were not looking

"Being an
well. Tbo Booten had lost throe pl independent, if we
their fmt four games, and there was
hope to be still
little joy in ..Mudville". However, a
playing into the ~
whole new season has begun, and the ·
errors of season's past are behind
post-season, we
them. Presently things are looking
good for the Booten as they post a 4-- must beat the best
1-1 record after throe weeks of play.
during the regular
To recap, on Sept. 11, the Booters
season,•
" hosted George Mason at Greene
Stadium. Shaka Hislop, tho goalie for
··said Kevin
the Boaters, had bis second shutout of
the season. His teammates were Tucker, head coach.

(;::=.

••

KINGS SHOPPING CENTER
011 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE
>
LANDOVER, MD. 20783
301 772 DOUG

unable to reward his efforts with a
goal, and thus, the gam.e ended in a
zero to zero tic because neither 1eam
was able to capitalize their scoring
opportunities.
Two days later, on Sept. 13, the
visiting Bison played Virginia
Commonwealth University. The Bison
won on the strength of two goals by

nllllftni!D 1fll01 @!(t!W

I

attack.er Jamal Skinner and two assists

undefeated status.

'

The Navy

bypassed tho Bootors 2-1.
During the Now Jersey Tocbnical
Invitational Tournament (NJm, Sept.
21·22, the HU soccer t~ took on

Now Jersey Tech and Lons lslandthey swept the tournament. The
scores were 4--1 and 2-1 respectively.

)

Kona Hislop opened the scoring
in the first game after converting a
' shot"' off of Muyiwa
masterful
Motajo's free kick.
Jamal Skinner, freshman, put the
Hooters up 2·0 with a rocket rightfooted shot off a pus from Wendel
Regis. Minutes later, Skinner ••sisted
on freshman Keith Fletcher's goal to
put tho Bison ahead 3-1.
The lut 1oal wu a combination

put tosothor by Rosis, who beat tho
defender and keeper, .only to be
tripped up and have .bis appirent first
goal of the scuon put into the net by
senior forward Cory Mims.
In game two, the Booters came

from behind to boat Long Island
University 2"' 1 in overtime.
Once again, Skinner, the team's
loading scorer (S soals, I assist). who
tied the score at one before Fletcher's
game winning goal in overtime
allowed the Booters' their second
comecutive NJIT title.
In the upcoming week, the Bison
Boaters will be challenged by
American University, Radford, and
the University of the District of

Columbia (UDC).
Last season, the HU soccer team.
beat American University and UDC,
but lost to Radford. The scores werC
'
1-0, 6-0, and 0-1 respectively.

•

•

The fight will go on. Despite
Mike Tyson's indictment by a grand
jury, the Mike . Tyson-Evander

\
•

SUPPORT BLACK 0\\ NED BLJSINESS

Holyfield heavyweight prizofisht for

11

•

the championship of the world has not
been canceled
Tho University of tho District of

·'lJUll[ [9~D~I~
mID LMitID LMlJSt1 ~~
Special discou11ls lo Ho11Ja1·d

Columbia has been placed on a throe-

Lany Bird

F.

c
c.

I

/

Charloa Baddoy
Karl Malone
Patrick Ewing
David Robinson

G
G

•

G

Micheal Jonllll

Earvin JohDIOD
Olris Mullin

If you arc interested in playing
professional football, ~aybe you
should so to Canada. Acconlins 10

reports, Rocket Ismail will probably
earn $34 million·in four years through
advertisements and playing with the
Toronto Argonauts.

The "JVM" the Atlanta Bravoa
wear on their uniform sleeves is in
·'
Noted absentees include: Oyde' memory of tho late John Mullen. who

u

lJ 11ive1--sit.~'

•

F
F
F

year sanction period by the NCAA
rules committee. Violations inclu~
athletes competing past their Drexler, Tom Chambers, Jaaib
eligibility and tho misuse of funds.
1bomu, and Krin Joh...,,,. ~
Tho .s. Olympic ba1ketball of dilfereat countd-. llte Mmute Bo1
team has announced a ten man 1111ter ond lfalu>em OlajuwoD an DOI elJalble
for tho gamoa in BarcolCDL The team to play for the UnJtec! Ste....
is comprised of tho followina all-stars:
Howard'• on TVI I Broadca11

StJudents wilh Cur·1-e11l 1\0

•

John Stockloo
Scottie Pippen

G.

Factory will 1bow tape delayed
footaae of home pmOI Oil S11. . . .ya II
8 p.m. on D.C. Cah)ovlaon channel
55.

was the team'a as1iatant aeneial
manapr until bia rocent deetb.

In thla month •1 iaue of ln1lde
Sporll , "Neon Delon" _Sanden aald
that be wu burl when IOIDIOllO aald
that Ile only caroa about money,

women, jewelry, and cars. "I IOI my
Prl ond my blby at the bouae, ao in the bell can you print 1omethina
lite that?.. Sanden aalted.
'·

•

•

'
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•
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Make sure your road trip proceedswithout a hitch.

•

'·

•

•

l

'

•

•

I

•

'

,... •

'

•

Sometimes road trip~ can be a little more adventurous tl1an

.
I

•

)'C>ll

expect them to b~. Which is why

I.
•

•

you sl10L1lcl always pack your AT&T Calling Card. D It's all you need to make ;1 c;1l l 'frllITl <tlmost anywhere to anywhere .
•

•

•

It's tl1e least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial clirect. Anti you'll be connected to the reliable
•

'
(

•

service you've come to expect from AT&T. D Plus, if you get your Calling Cai'd 11c)vV, yc)u'll ;1lso get a free hours worth of .
•

•

•
•

-

•

•

A1'&!i long distance calling.* And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Save1· f 1!11s, ~1 11rogram of prod~cts and services
•'

•

designed to save students time and · money. D The AT&T Calling Card. It's tl1c IJest roL1te to wherever you're going.
'

I

•

•

'

l

I

>

'"

.'

I

.

Get an AT&T Ctdling Card today. C;all 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.
~

•

ATs.T :

'Good IOI one houf of d~eci-dialed. coast-to-ooa.s!, nigh1 and ~nd calling. based on prices all9drve 2/16/91 . 01Jer 11maoo 1o 009 $8.25 AT&T L0119 OJ~f8flCB ca,11i<:Bte
pei stucJ(l11t Offer 'll•bd tt>rougil June 30, 1992.
© 1991 Al&T
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Editor'• Note: Thia week we are premiering this page to focus on the
programming of our university's broadcast outlets. Howard University bas

two radio stations and the nation's only black-owned public televisioo station.
We hope the information provided on this page will enlighten you, our
readen, on the unique role that. WHUR (96.3 FM), WHBC (830 AM) and
WHMM (Channel 32) play in our community.

•

ent
•
io
station
,
•
goes on air

.

ARTIST

"

"

'

Nice & Smooth
'i · , Der Jam
A Tribe Called Quest
. > ''"·
.
Frankie Knuckles
Pete Rock and C.L Smooth
· Elektra
Jodeci
Uptown
UMC's
Wild Pitch
BoyzIIMen
Motown
Sounds of Blackness
Propective
Vesta
A&M
Naughty By Nature
Tommy Boy

~~In

-

Waller calls those who work
under him the ''young professionals''
Speclol to the Hllttop
Knock the dust off your radios! _ and they intend to be very active this
Howard University now has its own semester. There will be a ''Meet and
"personal vibe." WHBC (830AM), Greet'' in the Punchout
Friday at 7 pm.
Howard's student radio station, is
WHBC's special guests will be
causing campus controversy with its
fearless programming and bold Main Source, the UMBC and the Jaz.
advertising. The stations' general The event will be held in conjunction
manager calls
the
student with EMI Records and Howard
University Student Association. The
organization "po~etful.''
Iran Waller, a senior in the WHBC staff is also planning an event
School of Communications, doesn 't with Def Jam recording artists. The
staff intends to be visible in
let the hype phase him.
"We play exactly what Howard Homecoming '91 as well .
•
Besides campus events and new
students listen to, " he said. ''The
majority of Howard studeets are speciality shows, Waller also has
disenchanted with the way R&B plans to unveil a new talk show.
''It ' ll be wild, it'll be
(rhythm and blues) is sounding these
controversial, but it won't be Studs [
days.''
WHBC dares to play the music Fox Television dating talk show .]
Also, the weekly news show, Friday
that commercial stations are afraid of.
"We can get away with doing a Edition, is now the Sunday Exchange.
With so many irons in the fire ,
lot o~ things that commercial stations
cannot," Waller said. The format of what more could Waller want for bis
WHBC reflects what he believes station. ''A higher wattage," he said.
black college students want to hear : ''It would be nice if more Howard
hip-hop, reggae, up-tempo R&B, and students could hear us at home.''
He said he would also like a
even a contemporary Ch'tistian show,
change of venue for the operation.
Contemporary Christian.
,
"It's so interesting, It's on a new· Waller doesn ' t believe that the station
tip . Like, brothers rapping about receives ~his kind of respect that other
student media receive. ·
God !''
Still, Waller said WHBC is the
Waller is determined to seduce
students with the type of station that HU students will fall in
programming he believes will get love with. ''You've got to love us,"
'them to tune in. He said if students he said.
want to hear ''Lithuanian prayer
''We 're playing exactly what you
music, twenty four-seven then that's want to hear."
what he'll program.

By E~ca Thompoon
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IF YOUR.HAIR ISS'I'
10YOU,
YOU SHOIJ( DRFffiMING 101IlM!!!

Where can Morgan's Audit-Plus '&aining
Program lead you?
Eac:h yt>..ar we hire a
1lf 1:11llege

.
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a unique man o.gcn1t~ 111
training l•n>gram . Our 11r11- gram, Audit-Plus, offers a
cn.n!Cr path in either fina11 ci11 I
or general management al
pate 1n

lP Morgan.
J.P. Morgan develops and
executes complex li11an cit1I
transactions for th e world's

- i11 l lr1 ·11s s1 11· l 1 ;1:-0
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Career
Opportunities
at Morgan

•

.

.
PHONE, (301) 953 - 4 785

JPMorgan
•

MAKE YOUR NEXT EVENT
A WORW CLASS AFFAIR!!

.

(
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STUDENT LE
On behalf of the Graduate
Student Assembly (GSA), I would
like to use this oppor,tuoity to

part icipation in the planning,
suggestions and execution of the
programs. We realize the plights and
welcome each and every one of you to , difficulties involved in managing our
Howard University for the 1991-92 time as ,w e continually try to balance
school year. AB a friend once said to our school work with whatever life
me, graduate and professional there is for us. Thus, the executive
education, most of the time, is a very members have suggested that our

looely journey.
This is a very challenging time
for graduate education, as President
Franklyn Jenifer continues to

restructure the University to make it a
leading research institution that will
lead the way to the next century.
1

Graduate and professional schools arc

the core of this goal.
GSA is one of the programming

organs of the Howard University
Student Association (HUSA). We are
primarily concerned with programs
for graduate and profc~ional schools,
just as the Undergraduate Student

Assembly (UGSA) is for the
undergraduate students.
In order. for us to have a
successful year, we need youi active

meeting be moved from 6 p.m. to 7
p.m. on the second Tuesday of each
month.
This year , we have planned
lecture series and a socio-political
forum. We are working closely with
the planning committee of the
National Association of Graduate and
Profc$.$ional Students. We will be one
of the hosting institutions for the
national c o nference that will take
place at American University in
Washington, o·.c.
Also, we have programs that we are
co-hosting with HUSA and UGSA.
We need your input to make these
programs suCCe$.$ful.
I
Our attendanc e record for the last
three years in the general assembly is

Cadets Take Office
Army ROTC leadership installed

at best dismal.
We have the
responsibility of representing our
colleagues who have trusted us with
this task. The only way our views can
be beard is when we come to the
meetings.
Once again, welcome to the great
institution that will clearly develop,
define and crystallize your thoughts
and ideas into theories that will guide
and shape mankind and particularly
the people of African decent for the

New leadenhip bas taken over io the Anny ROTC Biaoo Battalion.
Last Thursday, Sept 19, the Anny RCYl'C oooducted their aooual Cbaoge of
Command Ceremony on the main yard.

·

Five students assumed top command positions. They ineludc Cadet ·Lt.

Col. Cornelia Bell "'! Battalion Commander, Cadet Capt. Rooald Sullivao as
Headquarters Co~mander, Cadet Capt. Stephen Harrell, A-Company
Commander, Cadet Capt. Cassandra Hudsom. B-Company Commander and
Cadet Sgt. Maj . Rudolph MaJone as Command Sargeant Major.
These students along with other cadet officers are responsible for

next century.

traioiog other cadets who have not attended ,:ArmY RCYl'C advanced camp.

Our future will depend a great deal
on the sacrifices that we are willing to
make today for the next generation.
The GSA is located in room 111 in the
Armour J. Blackburn University
Center. Stop by the office, or give Uf
a call at 806-6651 . You may als&.
leave a message at 806-7(X)().

Also on hand for the ceremony last week was Lt. C.ol. Franklyn Matthews,
· professor of military science here at Howard.
The following cadets will also be in leadership positions this year: Cadet
•

Maj. Crystal Lee, Battalion Executive Officer and Cory Mims, Public Affaii.
Officer.
for more information on the Army ~OTC program, contact
Cadet Capt. Sylvia T. Bonnette,
civil cilitary affairs officer .information

God Bless,
compiled by Cadet Captain Sylvia Bonnette and
Dennis 0 . Anyamelc
Coordinator

2nd Lt. Oaude Burnette

•
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•
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The Hilltop iis looking for a production assistant. ,D uties incll;lde la)li;ng

out and assisting with design
of
pages.
ST
know
Quark
XPress
or
.
Pageinaker. Must be able to work in afternoons and· evenings MondayWednesday. Pay is negotiable. Interested persons should come by The
'

•

•

'

Hilltop office in the Howard Plaza Towers West for an application .
•

'
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•
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THIS IS YOUR VERY LRST CHRDCE TO BE
PHOTOGRRPHED FDR THE
'

1992 BISDD YERRBDDK

no RPPOIIlTffiEOT IlEEDED
WRLK-9!-S OilLYll
FIRST comE /FIRST SERVED

ATTENTION WRITERS
•

THE BISON YEARBOOK NEEDS
YOU TO COVER CAMPUS EVENTS
FOR OUR 1992 EDlTION

· SENIORS ONLY II

For Further info1111ation
call
Mikel Husband
•

Or ,
Kondria Black

·

•

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. ONLY

UNDERGRADUATES ONLY II
(freshmen, sophomores and juniors)

·

.
'
SENIORS AND GRADUATING GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO sir·:. FOR A ~TRAIT '

Managing Editor

On
l

•

SENIORS ONLY II

Editor-in-Chief

.

•

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1
10:00 <11. m. - 4:00 p.m. ONLY, .

•

•

'

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. ONLY

(There is a small fee paid per story )

•

•

•

•

'

l

MAY HAVE HIS/HER NAME ENTERED IN A DRAWING FOR A CARNIVAL CRUISE
LINE PLEASURE CRUISE FOR TWO VALUED AT $1,400. THE WINNER AND GUEST
MAY CHOOSE EITHER A 3 OR 4 DAY CRUISE TO THE BAHAMAS ABOARD
CAR~IVAL CRUISE LINES FANTASY. THIS AWARD MAY BE USED ANY TIME
BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 1992. THIS CRUISE AWARD IS EXCLUSIVE TO HOWARD
UNIVERSITY.
'
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806-7870
Or '

come to the starf meeting
Wednesd~y. October 2, 6:00 p.m.
BISON OFFICE, ROOM G-06 Blackburn
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ROOMIES ••• KHARI SAMPSON
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FRESHMAN RULES ... JOHN DEAN
I~

• · -'\ ;;-
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•
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'
FREEMAN ... KHARI SAMPSON
When h e arrived, he sh ow ed his receipt for-

But it paid off; that afternoon I
ncei ved his note under m y door.

last week's helicopter ride. He w as the man.
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In my admitted obsession
with the masked marl on
campus , I bought e. personal ad asking him for an
intervr.v . Among numer·
ous cn.nk responses was
one that could only be his:
"Stand on one foot next to
t he sundial tomorrow 11.t
12:35 p .m. for three minu tes and I will decide whether or not \o ~nt an intervWr . See ya-Fnttnm .•
Since the request was so
ill and signed as wtll , I
coinplied . I felt like a fool.

Ht was about 5'8" and or 11.vtngt build . Ht walked slowly but confidtntly to m y sofa,
casue.lly gazing around my apa.rtmtnt bt!on sitting. Ht he.d a c:trte.in air oJ stlf·
assunnc:t about him 11.s wt studit d t a.ch oth t rbrltfly befon procteding fu.rthtr.

Me:
He:
Me:
~~ He:

DOUBLE TAKE ••. JOHN DEAN

So, you call yourself Freeman?
YLp.
·
Why?
Because, despite all the rhetoric say-

•

•

lii;~~~i~

.......

-"!--

ing
America
of the
free, no
one
is really
free is
in the
thisland
or any
society.
True
freedom is an alien concept to civilization .
I, however, create and claim my freedom ,
anyway, hence my name.
Me: You create your freedom?
J
He: With the mask. It shields my identity
1
so l can do what I like: dis cops, spout rtiet- ·,
oric, or just plain defend myself without get- ~ c..~.-'<
ting tracked down later and thrown in jail.
·
Society loses its hold on me. It's a doubleedged sword, though; this loss of control
maKes the government that much more determined to get me back . '"S01 end up persecuted instead of simply exploited and ignored. Really, I'm no freer than you are.
Me: So why do it?
k e: 'Cause it's turning out to be big fun ,
and no one else has tried ii . Anyway, the
hell with police. I can handle them.
Me: Yes , you are good at that. Speaking
of which, why did you perch on the stadium
light last week?
I.
He: 1'd always wanted to do that ... see
II
what it was like up there .
Me: Off the record ... why did you have me
Ht wa s qu1tt
look like a fool in the yard today?
He: I had to see if you were serious. I'm
ch a rming and
sorry ff it was traumatic for you.
in tt lligt n t, but I
Me : Nah. In retrospect, it was funny...
n 11.lly w 11.nttd to
He: See, that's my mission: to expose
rip the.t m e.sk off
certain societal norms for what they are-11.nd Stt if ht Wa5
pure B.S. You wanna act a fool, go ahead!
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I didn ' t trust
him , ytt . So I
held my stun
gun disguistd 11.s
a rtcordtr as I
qutstiontd the
mysttrious
Fretm11.n .

11.s cul t as ht
sound td .. ,

B1 Khari Sa

AFRl'QUE ... CHRIS JONES

WIZ, WV\T ABOJT
YOU,

... AN' WiEN
I WOKE UP,
I \NAS IN

MY l'.:?OOM /

0 r
HAVE YA'LL

MAN ?

- ~

6'7"?

MUSCLES ?

(

f

St.lN HER?

,

MAN,'JUST 'CAUSE
OURS HAD

ITSffiVWS
MISS/N' THE

YOUIN A
t:· WINDSTORM]
YOUR

eo1::>51sA

t>

~ .i GORIL LAI

Tili\NKS rm

eQIBYOJR

MCFIMAS I Rf.
'BUTT CRACK

NUTHINFEL!AS!
•

YEAH,

SL/K?
\!v1-lur?

, • ... 0
!

'

~

UGLY/

NE 1}1/NGS

FOR SURE

THOUGf-/ ...

l-/M-1•••

SOUNDS
LIKE

FLE XS

MOMS!

f

I

THE HILLTOP

812

-"A,.::N;.:.N;.:.:::0:.iU~N~C~E~M~E~NTi!.!.2S_ f
"PARKING AVAILABLE"
910 EUCLID STREET (BLOCK
FROM ,fdAIN CAMPUS)
$35/MONTH OR $300/YEAR
SITES INDIVIDUALLY
ASSIGNED CALL (301)774-2610
COMING SOON • • •
AN eian ADVENTURE
elan: spirited self-assurance;
enthusiasn; ardor and most of all,
STYLE
Prepare For Career Day
Air Products
Assisting with Individual
Resumes
Oct. 1, 1991
SB Rm 428
11 a.m .• 12:30 p.m.
Bring Your Resumes!

. VCR and electronic repair at
reasonable rates. Call John at
882·5845.
·
COME AND SEE MARK
STEPHENS, Baritone Singer.
MR. HENRY'S NIGHT CLUB,
1836 COLUMBIA RD. NW,
TUES.- WED. 9:30 P.M.
Improve Speech Skills!
JOIN TOASTMASTERS!!
Undergraduate Lecture Hall
. Thursdays 6 p.m .,
.
"Defeat Yeltsin-Bush
Counterrevolution in USSR!"'
Spartacus Youth Club forum on
Saturday, Sept. 28, at 2 p.m. in the
Undergraduate Library Lecture
Room.
STUDENT CLUSTER
WORKSHOP
"POSITIONED TO WIN"
Representatives of some of
America's

"'1TENTION ALL TEXANS!!!
"FREE SOUTH AFRICA"
There will be a Texas Club
4' X 4' POSTER.
Meeting, Tue., Oct. 3 at 6:30 p.m.
$15. 202-466-1641
in Blackbum Hilltop Lounge.
(HPTW).
Please bring $5 dues and come
Attention Writers:
with activity ideas! Everyone is
The Business/Finance Section of
encouraged to attend!! Come
The Hilltop is looking for writers!
show your support because this
For more infonnation, call Tasha
year is gonna be LIVE!! I
~at;:8.,06e::;-4;,:7::;4:;?6~., . , , - - - - - - Connecticut CLUB MEETING
CHRISTIANS
6 p.m. Douglass Hall Rm. 143
Are you a musician?
WED. Oct. 2
Have you always wanted to be in a
ELECTIONS!!
band?
FOR LE CERLLE FRANCAIS
Do you believe in group effort?
WEDNESDAY OCT. 2, 1991
If yes, Please contact Angela at
4 P.M. RM. 340 LKH. .
.
797-2139 for further detail!f
Are you a strong, positive Afncan- ··
.
American Woman? Alpha
MEMBERSHIP/BUS TRIPS:
Sweethearts of Ho:-vard Unive~ity Join the GO BISON GO CREW (
are sponsoring an interest meeting

Wednesday, Oct. 2, 1991 School of
Business Auditorium 7-9 p.m.
•Dress appropriately•
:
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Incorporated Beta Chapter
pr~sents "The History of Alpha
Phi Alpha: A Development in
Negro College Life."
Tue., Oct. l, Andrew Rankin
Memorial Chapel
Door open 6:30 p.m., Program
7:06 p.m.
"To The Negro Youths Who
March Onward and 1./pward
Toward the Light, This Volume is
Respectfully Dedicated."
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
invite you to:
ADC·
ANOTHER DELTA CREATION
featuring DJ Paul Howard Fri.,
Sept. 27 from 10-2 a.m.in the
Blackbum Center. Tickets on saie
Largest Cbrporations share their
at Cramton Auditorium.
Secrets for Success
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter Delta
Oct. 3, 1991
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. are
5:30-7:30 p.m.Business
sponsoring their annual Sadie
Auditorium
Yancy Scholarship Essay Contest
Call to Register 202-232-6371
for FRESHMAN women only.
Deadline: Sept. 27. 1991
Theme: African-Americans in
Guitarist, seeking another guitarist Politics- Moving Forward into the
to jam with. Interested primarily · Future
·
in funk-rock. Call (301)439-6255
Deadline: Oct. 9
ask for Mo.
1st and 2nd prizes awarded
For information call 319-9092
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
~Qlll Ul:M1ry af l111oinutkwl 111 U.S.
present PROSELYTE DAY
19,271 RJl'fCS ·ALL SU&IECTS
Ordel catalog Today will! VISil I MC« COO
, Sept. 29 at 2 p.m. in the Valley.
OROERING
HU Republicans, PRESENT Louis
HOT LI NE
Cunningham of Proserv, Oct. 2, 7
Or, rush $2 .00 to: Rnur~ lr.b' 111ion
11322 kWlo Ave. l20&A, Los An{leleS, C.A. 90025
p.m. Room 317 School of B.
BALTIMORE CLUB MEETING!
10/2191 AT 7 P.M.
NW
DOUGLASS RM. 116
&novakd Aprulments
Come Support Your Favorite
Efficiencit1 $395
Candidate
I Bedrooms S48S
in the
THE IRVIN
Ms. School of Business Pageant
/.J:/.1 1~.."l!'lt~T.flT
Mon., Sept. .30, 7 p.m.
dean, Secure
Quiet Building
School of Business Auditorium
Features include:
Help Homeless children.or elderly.
Sepirale k.ildien I l a
Ilea! It hot water included
Call Volunteer Initiative at 723t..Wldry roam
6953.
Uve·ln Janitor
Unificationism: Worldview for the
New windows
21st Century
c.ble rudy
Hardwood lloora
weekend/weekday: 723-6953
Some with
Carpet
Soviet Union humanitarian and
Call today!
~t
J Day Apprwall
educational programs.
(202)483-1555
Call 723-6953 for information.
EHO
BE part of the definitive Howard
_.._
' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ University Calendar
24 models, 12 male, 12 female
Wanted & needed for upcoming
STUDENTS IGET OFF
TO A HEALTHY STARTj HU calendar
Model Search will be held on Oct.
l\DIM O@llJI Ii: !Ml\D'il~O'iil@!Mtl\IL
5 and Oct. 7
~l\Dll"ll"l!J~@ WIJl!,,(I,,
From 12 noon • 3 p.m. in Rm. 150
~!Mtl\IIDIL~ 'li'@l\D 'iJ@:
Blackbum
No prior modeling experience
*FOCUS
necessary
* OBTAIN A NATURAL Just a look and an attitude
BOOST OF ENERGY Call (202) 797-1770 for more
THROUGHOUT THE DAY. information
~--~
* DISPLACE JUNK FOOD AN C.LS PRODUCTION
Attention
WITH A DELICIOUS
All Majors for Permanents
NUTRITIOUS SNACK.
and Interns!!
TRY THE PRODUCTS
School of Business Student
AND LET YOUR BODY
Council
Wants Your Resume
DECIDE IF THEY WORKJ
for the
OR l\IOT. ALL PRODUCTS
1991-1992 School of Business
I'
. ARE 100%
Resume Book
GUARANTEED OR
Resumes being accepted in the
MONEY BACK
Student Council Office
CALL (703)751 ·3188
5th floor- until Sept.30

DUClfWlm
• 8·0-351-0222

w"'

A Private Howard Sports Travel

Club). Membership FREE to the
FIRST FIFTY (50)
Students/Alumni . Reserve your
seat for football,1basketball, and
other trips. FOOTBALL trips
include Temple, A&T, Morgan,
and Delaware State. For more
infonnation, call MS 11
ENTERPRISES (202) 328-5402
HOWARD UNIVERSITY LAW
SCHOOL'S BLACK LAW
STUDENTS'S ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS:
"LET THE BEAT HIT 'EM"
FRI., SEPT. 27. 1991· 10 P.M.
UNTIL ·
ATTIRE: ELEGANTLY
CASUAL COVER: $5.00
2900 VAN NESS ST., N.W.
(WEST CAMPUS)
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20009
ALCOHOL WILL BE SERVED
THEN UGSA AND HUSA
PRESENT:

A PAN AFRICJ\N FESTIVAL
''The Garvey Movement: A PanAfrican Perspective''
Date : Wed., Oct. 2
Place: School of Business
Auditorium
Time: 5 p.m. . 7 p.m.
Enjoy three speakers address the
Garvey movement
in Africa, the Caribbean and the
United States.

Phi Beta Sigma/Zeta Phi Beta
GROUP HOUSE FOR RENT
I
daug~ters come to BYOB tonight
BY MONTH WALK TO
6:30-9 p.m. Call 526-1971.
CAMPUS, TRANSPORTATION
Attenlion ladies, free ice cream
4 AND 5 BEDROOM
tonight 6:30-9 p.m.
Call 5262 to 3 FULL BATHROOM
1971 for more info. ·
UTILIT. NOT INCL, 202-667Zeta Phi Beta car wash tomorrow
3208
8-3 p.m. Engineering 10 + $3-cars. Room For Rent
Support Zeta Phi Beta's service
Large room,.with fireplace and bay
projects.
· window. Washer dryer and bath in
Former Phi Beta Sigma
hallway. Share kitchen, living
sweethearts call 526-1971
,
' BYOB room & dining room. House close
tonight 6:30-9 p.m.
to Howard. Call (202) 797_9809
after 6 pm $300 per month.
JOBS
Lookin for llousing?
ART.,STUDENTS:
6 bedroom ' 2
Small company seeks SERIOUS This fu y furnished
.
ART STUDENTS who can draw bath hou e has immediate
openings vailable. 1\vo other
human figures In action,
Howar udents will be your
showing facial emotions. Work
housemates. You're a 10 minute
at home. Set your own hourS.
walk from campus and a block
Supplement your portfolio.
away from the Georgia Ave.
Sharpen your skills. Gain work
busline. Room rates are from
experience. All art supplies
•$275-$375/month, all utilities
provided for you. $50.00 for
included. Call Bea Carey on
each page {penciled and Inked)
(202)291-1480. Leave a message.
that meet our standards.
PERSONALS
Send samples to: Educational
Comics, 1377 K St. N.W, Box
Katina W.,
Hey Bo Bo
6461 Washington, D.C. 20005
Surprised aren't you. Just
If you would like to write for the
International Page, meetings are
wanted to say hello and we'll
have to do lunch! Your treat.
Tues. 5:30 p.m. at The Hilltop or
Love,
call Shawnee Smith at 806Dee
6866/4745.
Mood Indigo & The Last Word?
Travel Sales Representative
It has been 4 years since we met
STS, the leader in collegiate
and our friendship is still going
travels needs motivated
strong.
individuals and groups to promote
I love you guys like sisters. Take
Winter/Spring Break trips. For
. Care.
information call Sludent Travel
Services, Ithaca, N.Y. at 1-800A. Zadig Smith,
648-4849.
My aren't we busy. School!Track,
Earn $500-$1500/month
School!frack. I hope all is well.
3-6 HRSJwk
Keep in touch
No Selling/No talking
Call 24 hr. hotline
'
Dedra
(301)953-0700 Ext. 55X
Pepe:
FOR RENT
Thank you for being in my comer,
Females! House to share close to
and always being ''jonny on the
Med/dent schools
Newly renovated & furnished NC, spot'' despite our differences. I
Love You.
W/W carpet WID 202-723-4646

anytime one week fee rent
Rooms, spacious r~novated 3 BR
duplex, CAC, WO, WW, walking
.distance, $350, $370 plus utilities.
Security deposit. Faye Drummond
(301)229-2485.
-andRoommate needed for 2 bedroom
lin the Cloisters. Private bedroom,
''Eyes On The Prize''
full bath, W/D, D/W. balcony,
Date: Fri., Oct. 4
pool! $462.50. Call Renee ASAP.
· Place: Blackburn Center
202·7~7-7534, 703-415-1121
Auditorium
#1855
Time: S p.m.
Room to rent- seeking mature
CAREER DAY IS
university student for unfurnished
WEDNESDAY,
room in a very spacious house
IS YOUR RESUME READY??
close to HU. Rent is $300 per
Don't panic, although you only
month· utilities included. Call
have a
(202)667-9090 . •
couple of days to write a resume
M WANTED TO SHARE LARGE
the Undereraduate SJudent
RENOV~D HOUSE WITH 2
Assembly (UGSA)
OTHER HOWARD STUDENTS.
~ould like to help you at our:
WALL TO ~ALL CARPET,
CENTRAL AIR CEILING FANS.
CALL (202)723-5336
RESUME WRITING
-1300 HARVARD ST. NW
WORKSHOP
I-BR $450
Mon., Sept. 30, 1991
1460 EUCLID ST. NW
School of Business
•
1-BR $450
Place: Room 200
4027 13TH ST. NW
Time: 6:30 p.m.
1-BR $525
3228 Hl"'1T PL. NW
ENTER OUR DRAWING!
• 10 free copies of your resume OR EFF $350
2-BR $675
'
• A free resume consultation
3-BR $700· 750
ALL MAJORS WELCOME(301)571-1998
HUSA would like to thank
Rooms available immediately in
everyone who helped to make •
Historic LcDroit Park. Spacious
Community Day ''91'' a success
newly renovated rooms located on
CHUCK & BILLY'S CLUB 2178
Howard University campus.
HOT NEW PLACE FOR
Desire mature stable students call:
YOUR NEXT PARTY
(202)882-8620.
SPECIAI:PARTY RATES
·A large efficiency close to school
THURSDAYS BIG BLUE
$410/month, 13th month is free •
NIGHT (LIVE DJ) 4-9 P.M.
A large one bedroom apt. close to
10% DISCOUNT TO
school $440/month, 13th month is
HOWARD STUDENTS &
free. Call (301)681-3897
EMPLOYEES FOR
House to Share
BREAKFAST STARTING AT
NW Howard/Children's Hosp
10 A.M. & LUNCH 11 :30-3 P.M.
Walk to Campus, Trans
HAPPY HOUR 4 TO 7 DAILY
W?D $300-$320/month, Ind utilit.
2178 GEORGIA AVE, NW
(202)667-3208
(202)745-9885
ROOM FOR RENT· WALK TO
All Archonettes, please call (202)
CAMPUS AND ME !'RO. Several
319-9007 immediately, BYOB
to chose from $290 + 1/4 of
tonight.
utilities. (202)462-4038

-
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Elaine Smilh
How's school and the new
apartment. I hope everything is
well. Let's try something new this
year i.e. call sometimes.
your friend from

Eighteen and Over
TOMYWVELY
RECEPTIONISTS XI THE
HILLTOP OFFICE:
YOUR HARD WORK DOES
NOT GO UNAPPRECI~D.
THE RXIECARDS,
SUBSCRIPTIONS, EGO (ONE IN
PARTICULAR) AND MISSING
PAYCHECKS (KARE) ARE ALL
APART OF THE WILD
UNEXPLORED TERRITORY.
HANG IN THERE- WE HAVE 25
MORE ISSUSES TO GO!!

'.

I LOVE YOU GUYSBOSS LADY
P.S.
KAREN· KEEP IT UP AND
YOU'LL BE AS PRESSED AS I
AM.
MICHELLE· HAD YOUR
WORKOUT LATELY?
DEDRA· I MISS YOU!!
TARYANA· YOUR SMILES ~
BRIGHTEN MY DAY!!
CHARON-QUIT SWEATING
ME!!
To All my "LB. 's":
(THE MINISTERS .OF
TRANSITION) Tis the season
to be Jolly, for the "Ninth Wonder''
is about to reign!
ICEMAN III'S Tenth Son
JAZZY (from Boulder)
are you staying out of troubk.

a friend of the family
Micheal Parms,
Best wishes on your trip to
Nevada. I will miss you while yo.u
are gone.
i
Love you!

TDD ·

Dee
Charon: THANKS! -for being
such a good roommate and beyond
that a great friCnd.

Jasmine,
I MISS U MAJ-OR
TOTALLY

LOve Always Dra
P.S. Kelly (Stud muffin) is back!
THERE HAS BEEN A MIXUP.
LOOKING FOR ANOTHER
CRYSTAL WILLIAMS AT HU.
PLEASE CALL CRYSTAL
WILLIAMS
AT (202)232-2535
Tim, Chris, and Raymond (the
Fine Arts Funk All stars):
Keep it Jazzy. Stay with 'da
FUNK.
After all, you've ONLY JUST
BEGUN.

To My Fellow Goats,
· Allanta next weekend. Right?
We'll be there....•..•6 deep
Uncliquedll
Billygoat
Danielle Davis
Thanks for listening.
S.R.B.
Coke C.
We'll see what '
the future holds!
, Special K
Chjco,
You are~ man! How could
I forget you?

Love, Peace & Jazziness

~~:-~~-J~o~h~an~n~a-.~-- >

Karen
EAZY-E via Pittsburgh:
I'm not exactly sure of what's
going on, but I think I like it.
What do you think?
Nottus 72
SPRING 1991 SANDS-EE-I·
KEE
Positively,
10-A-91
Z Phi & P.B.S.,
Your dedication will be rewarded.
Acapella
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KANDI!!!
I BET YOU THOUGHT WE
FORGOT... WELL WE DIDN'T.
LOVE, TANIA1 ANDREA, AND
HAPPY BELATED 20TH
BIRTHDAY TO CHARISSE
TUCKER!! Love you lots!!
From the Wheatley Fourth Floor
Posse 89-90: Karen, Corrin,
Camesha, Letania (and the
strasglers) Denise and Shawnee
ERICA THOMPSON
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY!
(YOU SOUTHERN BELLE YOU!)
LOVE,
KAREN AND DACKEYIA

••

•

SIS

Delisa,
Don't worry about your teeth, you
will still look,cute without them
Gust in case the dentist takes them
out).
Johanna
Jared,
It's the simple things in life that
make It special.
You're "simple" therefore you are
"special".
Your New Found Friend,
D.T.L.
Ivan & Carleton
Change your answering
machines!
Chip,
I've been in love with you since
the first day I saw you at the 1989
Campus Pal dating game. I Know
you are trying to graduate, but
please let me have a chance.
PLEASE
3-8 Posse-Nuf Respect
after 4 yrs. we're still in effect ·
Peace& Love
S.S.
0
Liu I< Lori I< Kim I< Kl•l a
my ace boon cooas. I Love y'all~
after all we've been thru - we 1ot1a
keep on striving
•

•

'
•

Smith's in Effect!
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In the long, hard drive toward achievinggoals,
· education is the "most valuable player. "
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My Question:
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What •s life after Howard and how wfll you pay for ft .?

'
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'. '

\\'·

Your Answer:

I don't know.
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A Solution:

'

Go to career day on Wed., Oct. 2 and then vfsft the
Office of Career Planning and Placement

\J
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After checking
my calendar:
It's about that tfme. Next Wednesday ·=·,
'
.
between the hours of 10 a. ·m ,. and 4 p.m., major companies from coast
to coast wfll take o.ver Blackburn for . the annual Career Exploration
Day.
·
--..._,
Traditionally, this day .fs filled with plastic smiles and scrambling
upperclassmen who want to get a head start on the job market 1 that
awaits,. after graduation. This year promises -to ~e no different . . Juniors and seniors should make room for the ai;•bitious sophomores and
•
freshmen who want to see what the hype is all about.
Career day fs a "campus thang" that .everyone can understand and
take advanta 6 e of. After all, one day we all have to move out of momma 's
house and let go of daddy's check1i0ok to get into our own differ•
en t' wo r ·lds .
THE HILLTOP welcomes you to E.XTENSIONS. After a year's hiatus,
the paper's suppi.ementary tabloid fs back. We hope that the fnf.o rmatfon contained in 'this and upcoming fssu,es wfll enlighten, entertain or
at the very least exhaust you with relevant. subject matter - withtJ ut going off on tangents - that ts pop-quiz free, non abstract and generally
useful. Got ft? Good.
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II~ salute the Circle City Classicfar helpi11g

E li Lilly and Company

_voungpeople fulfill theirdrr:a1ns through its
suppo!7 ofeducational opponunities.·

F::ti /,illy t1n1/ l 'u1nf!t111y is ru1nmi11rd to rxrrlltnrt in t!tt 11/r srimrts
atfd Jiit q11ality t,j lift 1//rouxlt t!tt: dnxlopmrnl, manufnrturr. rind
morkttinJ!, ofph11rmr1rru1ir11/s. 1nrdir11/ inst1un11111s rind diax11ostir
products, 11n1/ rlJ!.ljrultur11/ p1vdurts.

-

.

Recent Howard graduates representing Eli Lilly and Company
will be in attendance at the Career Exploration Day on
Wednesday, October 2 at the Blackburn Ceftter Ballroom.

ELI

LILLY

AND COMPANY
'

Will be hosting a

_1_

Peace, love

soul,

Pre-Career Exploration Dav
'
Student Reception
.
-

at the
•

Paula M. White
Special Projects editor
-

Pictured on front (left to right): William Montag-Je, Film/f.V. production; Antonio D.
Parker, Jazz studies; I.azaro Alonso, International Business/Marketing; Din-a N. Durh,am,
Microbiology; Oaude A. Burnett, Chemistry-ROTC.
-

'

C3ef)rQia Cafe
Tuesda~~Uc~f)ber1~1gg1
' f f"f)lll ~:()()p111 - 7:V()p111,-

All students are invited to attend

Special thanks to The Black Collegian Magazine.
'
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ELI

LILLY

AND COMPANY

Would like to Congratulate

David Bowman

Be Very. ~ry, ~
t;Juief, We're Hunfin9
_)obs.1 l\eh!o lleJ..I 14~1
~~ Jk4! lkh!
.

Kevin Harris

and

Chemical Engineering

•

lrl echanical Engineering

for a job well done this summer as Lilly Interns
•

-

-

-·
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Microprocessors, Microcontrollers, Flash Memory, DVI Technology, Embedd~d Controllers,
Peripheral IC's, Military and Commercial Avionics Electronic Products, Automotiye Electronics
Products, Supercomputers, Desktop Computer Systems, Computer Integration IC's, PC
Enhancement Products, Modules and Board, the Largest Manufacturer of CICS based
PC/Workstation Platforms in the World, Looking for Future Thinking Electrical, Chemical,
Mechanical, and Computer Systems Engineers, and Graduate Physicists like you.
·

••

B y Paula M. White California and represent- Irepresentatives will be

matches and ,are provtdhanded out on the day of ing general iriformation
~ various career fields
•
the event. .
_
spend the day talkto everybody;"
Hilltop Staff Writer
ing with students.
Career Day promisAs an additional
The purpose of the
es to have something for bonus, all students who
Career Day, the
event is to gtve freshman everyone, so Hall advtses attend and regtster will
event which attracted
and sophomores a
students to focus on
have their names p·l aced
more than 1,600 stuinto a new campus
dents last year, will take ·- chance to explore career their general skills indatabase that can hold
place Wednesday,-Oct. 2, options, and j11nlors and stead of their majors.
seniors a chance to make
"Students should
up to 14,000 stud·ent reon the second floor of
get out of the 'degree
s11mes. Hall said the
Blackburn Center be- · contacts.
Hall ci>mpared it to mindset.- Hall said.
systen1 will help the oftween 10 a. m. and 4 p.
"gotng to a supermarket ":ftbllght your general
fice put employers tn
m.
s s such as wrtt!ng,
contact with possible e111Career Day plans to without a shopping list
to look around, so you1l , workinJ! with numbers,
ployees more efficiently.
have representatives ;
know what to buv lwhen comoufer ltteracv or reJuniors and sea iol'l'I
from more than 140
searching.
should also mark their
companies, according to you·re ready)."
To assist students
"It's a matter of
calendars for Oct. 23 for
Sam Hall, director olthe
broadening your horiGraduate and ProfesOffice of Career Planning in making the most of
their shopping spree, a
zons," he continued.
sional School Day, which
and Placement•.
"The companies are look- will also be in BlackHall said companies list of "the right" questions to ask company
ing for possible talent
burn.
spanning fr · ,.,, Maine to
'

•
I
•

®

'

is not

•

•••

Going to be at theJCareer Fair on Wednesday, ·October 2.
·
·
~~-Instead, join us Tuesday, Octobei;- 1 in the SchoJl of EngmeeriRg ~ibrary, ~ 21~9 from 5:30
to 7:30 pm for an informal reception and refreshments. Also we will be mtervlewmg all day
Tuesday,~ the Howard Inn Gregory Roo~, 3nd floor; Sign up for_ interviews in_,the
Co-operative Education Office, Rm. 3019, m the School of Engmeenng.
·

The Computer Inside.'"
An Equal Opportunity Employer
•
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Career Pla•1ning a11d Placement Office:
ONl4: ST1:1p
ON - YOltR Fl J'J'I JR14:
'-

'

As you begin the process of choosing an employer that's right for you , you have many alternatives but only one choice.
'

We would like for you to think of Motorola as " The Employer Of Choice ". Because of our global status
as a leading manufacturer of electronic equipment. ~ystems and components we can offer you a career
environment that will keep you professionally challenged and personally motivated .

MEET WITH ''THE EMPLOYER OF CHOICE''

•

Make plans to meet Motorola Representatives at Howard University Careers Exploration
Day on Wednesday, October 2, 1991.
Join us at our company presentation and reception in the Armour J. Blackburn Center
Restaurant from 4P.M. to 6P.M. The first 70 students will receive a free T-shirt.
Food and beverages will be available.
•

•

Our success has grown out of the contributions of many people - from many backgrounds. And through
a commitment to workforce diversity, our Industry domiJ!.ance will continue well ln10 the future.

Automotive & lndustrtal Elttbonlcs Group

- Illinois and Texas

Corporate Research CenteB

Communications Sector
- UIJnols and Florida

...;. llllnols and Arizona

Governmenl Electronics Group
- Arizona
·

Semiconductor Products Sector
- Arizona and· Texas

•

I

•

Gener.ll Systems Sector/Cellular
-llllnols

MOTOROLA
'

''The Employer Of Choice''
•

An Equal Oppoin.nlty/Alllrn,.dve Action Employer
'

'

J

'

..
•

•
•

Brand Managenient/Marketing
presents ...
'THE INSIDE STORY: WHAT
BRAND MANAGEMENT IS
REALLY LIKE''
Hosted by recent HU alumni:
\

Deborah Davis ('85 - Finance)
•

Kelli Richardson ('89- Economics)
Margaret Brooks ('90 - Marketing)

•

.Stacie Scott ('90 - Finance)
Susan Perkins ('91 - Marketing)
.

~·

current HU students who interned at P&G:
1

Ivan Hopkins ('93- Finance)

. .
• - -

J

Rayna Swann ('92 - Intei·national Business)

and

•

•
'

L Ross Love
Vice President ofAdvertising
Procter & Gamble Worldwide

•
\.

...

•

•

•

•

~ Wednesday,

•

•

•

•

October 2nd

(THE EVENING OF CAREER FAIR)
..1

6:00-8:00 p. m.
School of Business Auditorium
HERE'S YOUR OPPOR TUNITY TO LEARN mr.· INSIDE STOR Y
ABO(ff BRAND MANAGEMENT ( ADVERTISING!MARKh'TING)

...

AT PROG1'ER & GAMBLE
PLEASE BRING YOUR RESUME FOR PERMANENT AND
SUMMER INTERN POSITIONS.
OPEN TO All M.fVORS!

-

REFRESHMENTS Will BE SERVED•

•

·.

